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ABSTRACT
To decrease the expenditure of non - renewable resources we have to approach towards a renewable energy
system which utilizes the energy wasted by us. To utilize the solar energy accumulated during the daytime, this
concept is introduced. This implementation of Heat Exchanger will provide an added advantage to the other
conventional solar radiation collectors. These heat exchangers will be in the form of metallic pipes embedded
inside the roof during its construction. They will be distributed in a regular pattern such that we get maximum
rate of heat transfer. The proposed work is concerned with the procedures for the setup of this system and to
analyze its performance. In the technical section heat transfer rates are calculated which determine the
temperature upto which water will be heated in this system. Many previous researchers have proposed
equivalent concept but most of them have done experiments on a particular portion of the roof by using metal
reinforced concrete collectors. This renewable energy system will expand and apply their concept to the entire
roof.

Keywords: Heat Exchanger, Metallic Pipes, Renewable Energy System, Roof, Water.
I. INTRODUCTION
With recent advancements in science and technology, we have got better ways to utilize solar energy. Devices
like solar panel, solar cooker, solar water heater etc. have proved that we can save most of the non-renewable
sources of energy by using a renewable energy system. My paper deals with the concept of heat exchangers
inside the roof of buildings. These heat exchangers are basically metallic pipes which will be used for solar
water heating. At noon , the temperature of upper surface of the roof is around 55°C, which can be used to heat
water upto that temperature and can save LPG’s or coal required for the same purpose. The heat exchangers we
use are a kind of solar water heater where the metallic pipes are spread through the roof in a regular manner.
This raises the temperature of water which flows in the pipe. The main aim is to save those resources which are
non-renewable and apply a renewable energy system for a particular purpose. For example, we mostly use LPGs
to boil water for household purposes which could be saved and energy which goes waste can be utilized in an
optimized way. In this research the objective is to explain how to use this system, advantages and applications
of this system. The technical analysis is performed considering some assumptions and includes the heat transfer
method and whole description of material, dimensions of roof and pipe, and temperature details at any particular
phase.
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II. THEORY AND PROCEDURE
This analysis involves all three processes of heat flow which are conduction, convection and radiation. All
aspects of heat flow contribute in saving the wasted energy. The result is determined by finding the final
temperature of water at the outlet. This temperature also determines how much this system is economically
stable.
It will be done in four stages:


Above the roof



Through the roof



Between roof and pipe



Between pipe and water

The sectional view of roof with pipes is given in Fig 1. The inlet and outlet of pipe is shown along with cross
section of roof. The inside pattern is the proposed design of pipe to act as heat exchanger. More number of
curves in the pipe will increase its surface area and more heat transfer will take place.

Fig 1. Sectional view of roof with pipe
Each stage is studied separately with some assumptions:


The flow of heat is unidirectional.



Steady state heat flow.



No other internal heat generated source.



No external equipment is used.



Constant temperature all over the roof.

The study of stages of heat flow is given below:

2.1 Above the Roof
This is part of the system which is under direct exposure to sun. The phenomenon of heat flow over the surface
of roof is only due to solar radiation. Since there is atmosphere between sun and roof so temperature of upper
surface can’t be determined directly. This temperature will be determined by considering a suitable atmospheric
model. In this section we will determine the rate of heat flow

which will lead the analysis to further stages.
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2.2 Through the Roof
This phase considers conduction as the phenomenon of heat flow. If
inner surface then by using Fourier’s Heat conduction equation,

and

are temperatures of upper and

is calculated.

(1)
where

is rate of heat flow in watts,

is thermal conductivity of concrete in watts per meter per °C and

is

thickness of upper slab over the pipe.

2.3 Between Roof and Pipe
Since the pipe is fully covered with concrete all around so we can neglect air resistance caused due to voids. It
can be assumed that temperature of lower surface of roof will be approximately equal to temperature of upper
surface of pipe.
Let

= temperature of upper surface of pipe

The heat flow through pipe from upper to inner surface will be through conduction. If

is temperature of inner

surface of pipe then it can be calculated by using Fourier’s Heat conduction equation for a cylinder which is:
(2)

where
°C,

is heat flow through cylinder in watts,
and

is thermal conductivity of metallic pipe in watts per meter per

are inner and outer radius of pipe and

is length of pipe.

The temperature of inner surface of pipe plays an important role as this surface is in direct contact with water.

2.4 Between Pipe and Water
Since water is flowing inside the pipe so the heat flow from pipe to water is a mixed phenomenon of conduction
as well as convection. So Nusselt’s number is calculated to find convective heat transfer coefficient of water.
This will include formation of boundary layer (both hydrodynamic and thermal) on inner surface of pipe.
Firstly, Reynolds number will be calculated which will help to determine type of flow of water. Then prandtl
number is calculated at

, temperature of inner surface of pipe.

Now it depends on flow that how Nusselt’s number will be calculated and what kind of analysis will be
performed. But convective heat transfer coefficient will be calculated from
(3)
where

is Nusselt’s number,

is convective heat transfer coefficient,

is thermal conductivity of water and

is characteristic length.
The final temperature of water is calculated by applying the theory of heat exchanger. If
inlet of water and

is temperature of

is temperature of outlet of water then Fig 2 depicts the flow diagram of hot and cold fluid.
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Fig 2. Flow Diagram of Hot and Cold fluid
Here we use LMTD (Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference) method to calculate final temperature of
water.
(4)
where

(5)

(6)
(7)
From these methods we will calculate

and finally calculate profit gained and try to maximize it by changes in

system and methods to calculate this temperature.

III. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
The above procedures are based on some assumptions. These assumptions helped to break the analysis into
three simple heat transfer modes which were then sequentially analyzed. Without the assumptions the analysis
would require numerical computation. In real we have to make a thermal model with these stages and solve
them to produce results that can benefit the society from this system. If this system works then we can save most
of money spent on non- renewable resources.

IV. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
All systems have some advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of this system are given below:
a) This system has a higher degree of reliability and durability.
b) Due to use of non- corrosive metallic pipes the chances of corrosion are reduced.
c) By using this system, convection of heat in the room just below the roof could be avoided and as a result the
internal room temperature will drop.
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The disadvantages of this system are:
a) This system is not very efficient in the days of winter or cloudy days.
b) The profit gained by installation of this system varies according to dimension of roof and quantity of water
boiled by this system.

V. CONCLUSION
In the age of globalization, there is demand of inexpensive systems with better performance and the above given
system meets this criteria. Further studies regarding flow of water inside pipe, concentration of heat can be done
to produce a more efficient and optimized system. If analysis is performed regarding variation in material of
pipe used, arrangement of pipe inside the roof, and dimensions of pipe, then better results could be produced
which can be compared for efficiency and helps consumer to choose a system according to his/her choice. The
main aim is to utilize as much solar energy as possible and save the environment from global warming. This
system helps in reduction of global warming by absorbing heat on roofs in such a way that radiation of heat
back in the atmosphere reduces.
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ABSTRACT
This paper highlights the design of a high fill factor Capacitive Micro machined Ultrasonic Transducer
(CMUT) cell having a high resonance frequency. Two models of CMUT are simulated simultaneously; one with
circular membrane and other with a hexagonal membrane. These two models are analyzed for four parameters
namely resonance frequency, collapse voltage, capacitance change and fill factor. Hexagonal membrane cell
have a high fill factor for similar dimensions as the circular membrane. The other three parameters of the two
models differ with in an acceptable range. This paper establishes that hexagonal membrane cells can replace
the existing CMUT cells due to their high fill factor. It will serve as a basis for designing CMUT arrays with
hexagonal membrane in near future.

Keywords: CMUT, Collapse Voltage, Fill Factor, Hexagonal Membrane, Resonance Frequency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic technology is a powerful tool with application in medical diagnostic, industrial process control,
environment control, non destructive testing etc.

While piezoelectric transducers are dominant, capacitive

micromachined Ultrasonic transducers are being explored as a complementary technology. CMUT is based on
electrostatic principle for its working and have a large number of advantages like impedance matching with
surrounding, larger bandwidth, good capability to make high frequency arrays, ability to integrate with
electronics, low cost for mass production, high pressure sensitivity, rapid response to changing pressure, can
withstand lot of vibrations and low temperature sensitivity [7]. It is basically a parallel plate capacitor, voltage
applied on one electrodes and other is grounded. Movement of the plates generates ultrasonic waves during
transmission and change in capacitance is detected during reception.

II. DEVICE DESCRIPTION
CMUT consists of two plates; ground plate being fixed while voltage is applied on the movable plate. The
vibrations in the movable plate will surround medium and conversely ultrasonic wave‟s causes a change in
capacitance by displacing the movable plate [6].
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Fig.1 CMUT Schematic
When switch is at position 2, AC voltage is superimposed on the DC voltage which makes the membrane to
vibrate and generate an ultrasonic wave and device works as a transmitter and at switch position 3, DC voltage is
only applied to the device and device works as a receiver [8]. Ultrasonic waves cause a change in capacitance
between the plates which is detected at the output.
The CMUT cell can work both in the collapse mode and the conventional but for better results it is operated in the
collapse mode [5]. A complete ultrasonic transducer consists of many single cells of CMUT connected in parallel
to achieve desirable acoustic pressure during transmission and high sensitivity during reception [6].

III. PARAMETERS DISCRIPTION
3.1 Resonance Frequency
CMUT needs to work at resonance frequency to get best possible ultrasound output during transmission and high
sensitivity during reception and therefore it become an important design parameter.
For a circular membrane of radius „a‟ and thickness „dm‟ it is given by [8]:

Where, E is young‟s modulus, ρ is density and σ is Poisson ratio of membrane material.
Here in (1) internal stresses are not considered only membrane dimensions and material properties determines the
resonance frequency.

3.2 Collapse Voltage
At collapse voltage electrostatic force overcomes the internal restoring force of the membrane and membrane
collapses to the bottom electrode [3].
For a membrane, collapse voltage is given by:

Where, k is spring constant of membrane,

is original cavity gap,

is permittivity of free space and A is

overlapping area of CMUT parallel plates.
CMUT membrane collapses when displacement of upper plate is equal to d 0/3 [9] and applied voltage must
always be less than collapse voltage of the membrane.
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3.3 Capacitance Change
The capacitance of CMUT varies to the parallel plate arrangement and is given by [3]:

Where, A is overlapping area of parallel plates,

is permittivity of free space, d0 is original cavity gap and x t) s

displacement of membrane of CMUT.

3.4 Fill Factor
CMUT basically consists of a number of individual cells. These cells need to be arranged on a wafer and this
arrangement creates dead or inactive areas which reduces the power of ultrasonic transducer [2]. This area
coverage is defined by the fill factor which in turn is determined by the area coverage of support walls and
geometry of CMUT cell [4].
For circular membrane cell, fill factor is given by:

Where a and p are respectively radius and pitch of the CMUT membrane.
Similarly for hexagonal membrane, it is given by:

Where a and p are respectively side and pitch of hexagonal membrane.

IV. DESIGN PARAMETERS
Designing of any device starts with the choice of material. Here during simulation silicon nitride is used as
membrane material due to its advantages like excellent ionic and water barrier, highly selective etch rate, high
tensile strength etc and gold as electrode material due to its number of advantages like good electrochemical
inertness, ease of fabrication in different forms etc [1], [11]. Using these materials two models of CMUT were
simulated, one with circular and other with hexagonal membrane; dimensions of these are given below in table I.
TABLE I DESIGN PARAMETERS
Model 1

Model 2

Membrane Shape

Circular

Hexagonal

Electrode Shape

Circular

Circular

Membrane radius/side (µm)

10

10

Membrane Thickness (µm)

1

1

Electrode radius (µm)

5

5

Electrode Thickness (µm)

0.25

0.25

Cavity gap (µm)

1

1

V. RESULTS
Two models were simulated using finite element analysis (FEA) tool. 13940 elements are generated for finite
element analysis. Resonance frequency for model 1 is 99.6 MHz and for model 2, it is 100.8 MHz; which is only
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1.4% greater than the other. This difference in resonance frequency is due to their shapes, which differs the
loading of these two membranes.
The collapse voltage of the membrane is calculated by plotting a graph of applied voltage vs. membrane
displacement and using the fact that a membrane collapses when its displacement is d 0/3 [9]; d0 being the initial
cavity gap i.e. gap between the two electrodes of CMUT.
The collapse voltage for model 1 is 10500 V while for model 2 it is 10510 V. This difference is due to different
values of von Mises stress developed in two membranes. Collapse Voltage of two membranes is shown in figure
2 below.

The variation of the von Mises stress with applied voltage is shown in figure 3. The stress developed in hexagonal
membrane is more which decreases its collapse voltage. Stress achieves a maximum value at collapse voltage and
then decreases.
The capacitance change at collapse voltage for model 1 is 3.788 E-15 and 3.212 E-15 for model 2. Fill factor
calculated for circular membrane using equation 4 is 0.87 and for hexagonal membrane it is 0.96 as per equation
5. Hexagonal membrane cells have a better fill factor by almost 10% than circular membrane cells.
All these parameters are summarized in table II below.
Table II CMUT Cell Parameters
Model 1

Model 2

Membrane Shape

Circular

Hexagonal

Resonance Frequency (MHz)

99.6

100.8

Collapse Voltage (V)

10500

10100

Capacitance Change (F)

3.788 E-15

3.212 E-15

Fill Factor

0.87

0.96

VI. CONCLUSION
Two models of CMUT with a circular and hexagonal membrane are characterized successfully. Hexagonal
membrane CMUT cell have a high fill factor of 0.96. A high resonance frequency of almost 100MHz is achieved
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for both the membranes. These CMUT cells can be fabricated using surface micro machining or wafer bonding
technique. Wafer bonding technique is preferred due to its less process steps, which makes the device time and
cost effective. Further a hexagonal cell CMUT array can be built and analyzed; which can be fabricated further.
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ABSTRACT
Earth air heat exchanger or earth tube heat exchanger is a device used to produce heating effects in winter and
cooling effects in summer using the ground or soil as a source or sink. Till date many researchers have
implemented numerous ideas, conducted experiments on EAHE with different parameters depending on the
location and found optimum values of parameters for better performance. The present study reviews the
previously conducted studies in terms of performance assessment with effects of various parameters like
material of construction, depth from earth surface, velocity of air and length of pipe etc.

Keywords: Eahe-Earth Air Heat Exchanger
I. INTRODUCTION
It is found that the soil at some depth from earth surface has a property of remaining cold during summer and
relatively hotter during winter days from the atmospheric temperature. This strikes the researchers to use the
temperature gradient of soil for cooling in summer and heating in winter [1]. As we have limited source of
energy it is important to find alternatives sources to save conventional fuel for future to save exergy of universe.
These days air conditioning is widely employed in industries and for the comfort purpose in livestock buildings
and hospitals etc. It is employed efficiently by vapour compression cycle in which we are using high grade
electrical energy which also affects atmosphere by CFC so to reduce the use of high grade energy number of
methods are explored[2,3]. EAHE is one of such techniques. It uses heat source from underground soil and heat
is transferred to air through conduction and convection which results increased air temperature than that of
ambient temperature at outlet of earth-air-pipes.and this outlet air directly can be used for space heating
purposes [4].
Till date a lot of research work on EAHE has been carried out. Vikas Bansal et al. [2,3] developed the model
inside the FLUENT simulation program and validated against experimental investigations on an experimental
set-up in Ajmer (Western India) during summer, and found 23.42m long EAHE system gave cooling in the
range of 8.0–12.7˚C for the flow velocities 2–5 m/s. M.K. Ghosal et al. [5] developed a simplified analytical
model to study the year round effectiveness of a recirculation type EAHE coupled with a greenhouse located in
IIT Delhi, India, and found Temperatures of greenhouse air to be on an average 6–7 ˚C more in winter and 3–4
˚C less in summer than the same greenhouse when operating without EAHE. Fabrizio Ascione et al. [6] studied
the energy performances achievable using an EAHE for an air-conditioned building for both winter and summer
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by means of dynamic building energy performance simulation codes, and analyzed the energy requirements of
the systems for different Italian climates. . Trilok Singh Bisoniya et al. [4] presented experimental and analytical
analysis of EAHE systems in India. Rohit Misra et al. [7] experimented transient analysis based on
determination of derating factor for EAHE in summer. Joaquim Vaz et al. [8] conducted an experiment in
southern Brazil in the city of Viamao, and its results were used to validate the computational modeling of
EAHE, the variation of air temperature inside the ducts, to an annual cycle, was investigated. The numerical
solution of the conservation equations of the problem is performed with a commercial code (FLUENT) which is
based on the Finite Volume Method (FVM).

Fig.1 Ground Coupled Heat Exchanger [10]

II. A BRIEF OF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND EAHE SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD
If air from buildings is blown through the heat exchanger for heat recovery ventilation, they are called earth
tubes (also known as earth cooling tubes or earth warming tubes) in Europe or earth–air heat exchangers (EAHE
or EAHX) in North America. The idea of using earth as a heat sink was known in ancient times.[9] In about
3000 B.C., Iranian architects used wind towers and underground air tunnels for passive cooling.[10,11] EAHE is
a passive climate control technique that has application in residential as well as agricultural building utilizes the
underground soil temperature that stays fairly constant at a depth of about 2.5–3 m [6]. In agricultural facilities
(animal buildings) and horticultural facilities (greenhouses) Earth–air heat exchangers have been used over the
past several decades and have been used in conjunction with solar chimneys in hot arid areas for thousands of
years, probably beginning in the Persian Empire Earth–air heat exchangers are one of the fastest growing
applications of renewable energy in the world, with an annual increase in the number of installations with 10%
in about 30 countries over the last 10 years [12]. With the exception of Sweden and Switzerland, the market
penetration is still modest throughout Europe but is likely to grow with further improvements in the technology
and the increasing need for energy savings. From the middle of the 20th century, a number of investigators have
studied the cooling potential of buried pipes. South Algeria is typical of a dry desert climate with the highest air
temperature being recorded in July and August with an afternoon average maximum of 45°C. Summer starts at
the beginning of May and continues until the end of September, with a mean air temperature of 37 °C. In
addition, the air is generally dry [11]. In winter, the weather is comfortably cool, generally mild, with a monthly
mean temperature of 10°C, and a minimum temperature recorded being occasionally below 1°C. The EAHE
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system alone cannot maintain indoor thermal comfort, but it could be used to reduce energy demand in domestic
building in south Algeria if used in conjunction with an air conditioning system.

III. METHODOLOGY
Earth air heat exchanger (EAHE) systems. EAHE systems are long metallic, plastic or concrete pipes that are
laid underground and are connected to the air intake of buildings, particularly houses. From inlet the atmosphere
air is forced by using blower in the pipe during the movement heat gets transferred from hot soil to cold air in
winter and cold soil to hot air in summer and it changes the air temperature accordingly. The pipe outlet is given
where the space needs to be air conditioned in industrial or livestock buildings etc. By taking benefits of this
costless energy we can reduce our energy consumption for air conditioning of space hence a very useful
technique it is.

3.1 Open Loop Systems and Closed Loop Systems
In an open loop system air is directly supplied to the building and this system provides the ventilation while
closed loop circulates the interior air and is more efficient than open loop [9]

3.2 Effects of Various Parameters on ETHE
3.2.1 Effect of Material
Initially steel pipes were used for the construction of ETHE but then experiments were conducted for different
materials. Researcher [2, 3] studied the effects and they found that PVC material also give the similar
performance hence we can use cheaper material like PVC instead also there life is more. Though steel has
higher conductivity than that of PVC yet the variation in temperature of the air at the outlet of pipe between
steel and PVC is very small. Therefore, it can be concluded that in EAHE system, convective heat transfer plays
a more important role than conductive heat transfer.

3.2.2 Effect of Velocity of Air inside Pipe
Researchers studied [2,3] the effects and concluded the reduction in temperature of the air at the exit of pipe due
to increment in air velocity occurs because when the air velocity is increased from 2.0 to 5.0 m/s, the convective
heat transfer coefficient is increased by 2.3 times, while the duration to which the air remains in contact with the
ground is reduced by a factor of 2.5. Thus the later effect is dominant and therefore, less rise in temperature is
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obtained at air velocity 5.0 m/s than the 2.0 m/s. At high speeds due to reduction in time of contact the
performance gets reduce.

3.2.3 Effect of Tube Length
It can be concluded that up to some extent length matters after a certain length no improvement in the
performance is found however large its length may be. It can be inferred that, for all the considered climates,
lengths of about 10 m are unsatisfactory, while significant advantages do not occur for lengths over 70 m,
according to Lee KH, Strand RK[13].

3.2.4 Effect of Tube Depth
The ground temperature is affected by the external climate and soil composition its thermal properties and water
content. The temperature of soil fluctuates but become stable after some depth. This temperature remains same
throughout the year. And it is concluded that after a depth of 1.5 meters this temperature becomes stable so the
depth taken should be more than that. According to the (EREC2002) more than 3.5 meters depth is also not
justifiable [15].

3.2.5 Effects of Tube Length, Diameter and Air Flow Rate
Cooling capacity depends on the overall surface area which is a keyway in designing it. This can be affected in
two ways by changing length and diameter of the pipe. On increasing the diameter the mass flow rate gets
reduced and more length increases pressure drop and increases the blower input. According to (EPEC2002) the
optimum solution is the parallel tube of proper length and diameter are used. The air quickly reached the soil
temperature so larger tubes are not needed. Generally 150 to 450 mm tubes are used. (IEA1999)
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the reaction of consumer towards green product initiatives of the
companies and impact of Household Income on Consumer’s Green consumption decision. The study conducted is
exploratory in nature with four levels of income. The survey of 300 respondents has been conducted and responses
gathered have been analyzed on the basis of descriptive statistics. It was found from the study that the consumers in
the region have high awareness about recycle, organic and energy efficient product but their utility is limited due to
higher pricing by companies. The study is one of the first to focus on the consumption decision of females in relation
to the green products offered by the companies.

Keywords: Sustainable Development, Green Marketing, Environmental, Ecological, Green Product,
Green Products.
I INTRODUCTION
Sustainability has become the mantra for companies seekingto create a competitive advantage in the global
marketplace.Recent interviews with over 750 CEOs from around the worldrevealed that 93 percent feel that
implementing sustainabilityprograms that mesh with their corebusinesses would becritical to the future success of
those businesses (UN GlobalCompact, 2010). These programs range from developingtotally new green products,
developing recycled orrefurbished products to engaging in greener processes.
Thenewly produced goods that result are made of reclaimed/recycled/refurbished components. We propose that
consumersevaluate these types of products differently than new greenproducts. Third, strategies for developing
green processes canbe developed from firms‘ everyday business activities. Thesemethods may include reducing
water usage, plant/manufacturing emissions, energy consumption, solid wastes,and acid rain emissions (sulfur
dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and ammonia).
The challenge of healthier communities begins with environmental concern and collective adoption of Green
behaviors, because the choices consumers make with regard to the environment influence thehealth and quality of
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life for both current and future generations. Ingeneral terms, environmental concern is a ―concept that can refer
tofeelings [consumers have] about many different green issues‖ (Zimmer,Stafford, and Stafford 1994, p. 64). The
topic became an important one in1962 when Rachel Carson‘s Silent Spring was published and has recentlybecome
even more critical with today‘s concerns about creating a sustainableand healthy environment.
Economic world is now thinking in favor of the fairer sex. Now-a-days women are not only playing role of hardcore
‗housewives‘, they are also playing a different role of ‗chief purchasing officer‘ & controlling 85% of buying
decisions. In today‘s world, they are working as multi-tasker by playing a role of house maker as well as
professional women with their hard work. With their new role as a professional, there has been a gradual evolution
in the status of women & now they are called as marketers. As a professional India, women hold 25% of jobs in
different sectors, although in 1980 it was only 10%. An Indian woman today has a greater sense of empowerment
and economic freedom, which indicates that their consumption pattern has changed.
Gender has been studied as a predictor of attitudes for many years based on the notion that males and females
possess distinct characteristics, and green research has suggested that females might be more environmentally
concerned than males (Lee 2009; Mostafa 2007; Schwartz and Miller 1991).

II REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Pacific Gas and Electric has admitted that CompactFlorescent Light bulbs are not as long lasting as hadoriginally
claimed and their green advantages in terms ofenergy and hazardous waste may not be as significant asanticipated
(Smith, 2011). Nissan‘s electric car, the Leaf, willonly achieve its promised 100-mile range under idealconditions;
any use of heater, air conditioner, or otherenergy-drawing device can significantly reduce the Leaf‘srange (Ramsey,
2010).
MiglaniSurinder (1997) has investigated the buying behavior of Indian women by using a well-structured
questionnaire with 500 respondents fromDelhi-NCR region. His findings were that there is change in the role of
Indian women and they now fit in the role of a facilitator than purchasing on family needs and wants. She also
considers the importance of corporate social responsibility while making a buying decision.
Irawan Ronnie (1998) has investigated the factors influencing green purchasing behavior of university students in
Jakarta. The findings of the research were Environmental Concern, Perceived Seriousness of Environmental
Problems, and Perceived Environmental Responsibility-were significantly affecting green purchasing behavior and
there was no gender differences on these significant variables. The researcher concluded that there are different
variable that can influence the green purchasing behavior but independently only three variable environmental
concerns, perceived seriousness of environmental problem and perceived environmental responsibility had the
significant influence.
Dennis Charles (2000) has researched on shoppers, particularly women, and factors influencing them. The
researcher has used comparison experiment, semi-structured questionnaire and focus group to compare a traditional
e-shopping website with a social e-shopping one. The findings of the research were young women prefer social e-
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shopping sites. Both utilitarian and hedonic young adult female shoppers found social e-shopping enjoyable and
useful. However, although many participants found the social e-shopping site more difficult to use, this was
outweighed by their enjoyment of the site and its usefulness. The study demonstrated the potential value of the
concept of social e-shopping for future research. The researcher concluded social e-shopping can be a valuable
strategy for e-retailers wanting to gain competitive advantage and to positively increase the e-shopping behavior
intentions of young women.
Fowler (2002) reported that 42 percent of people will not buy green products, fearing that the products will not work
as well as conventional products. A 2007 Gfk Roper study found that 61 percent of consumers believe that green
products performed less effectively than non-green (Gfk Custom Research North America, 2009). More recently,
however, Manget et al., 2009 discovered that almost half of the respondents in a multi-country survey indicated that
green products offer comparable or superior quality over conventional alternatives.
Collins M. Christy (2007) has investigated customer‘s values, beliefs on sustainable corporate performance and their
buying behavior. To achieve the research objectives a well-structured questionnaire was used where in total 300
respondents from Aldi and Albert Heijn supermarkets in the city of Groningen, Netherlands. The research explored
values, beliefs about the importance of SCP, and buying behaviors of supermarket customers from within a
stakeholder framework. Beliefs about the importance of SCP (both social and environmental, but not economic)
were found to be related to values. Also, it was found that customers‘ environmentally responsible buying behaviors
were related to their beliefs about the importance of environmental SCP. However their socially responsible buying
was not related to their beliefs about the importance of social SCP. The researcher concluded that Marketing
professionals have a central role to play in moving towards a greater level of corporate transparency and
sustainability.
Veisten (2007) determined that willingness to pay forecologically labeled tables ranged from 2-16 percent abovethose of
unlabeled products. Laroche et al. (2001) found that13.1 percent of respondents were willing to pay a higher pricefor
green products. Sammer and Wustenhagen (2006) foundthat consumers were willing to pay a 50 percent pricepremium
for a washing machine labeled as energy efficient.Vlosky et al. (1999) analyzed the effects of environmentalattitudes on
a consumer‘s willingness to pay, concluding thatconsumers with higher levels of environmental consciousnessare willing
to pay more for environmentally friendly products,and D‘Souza et al. (2006) found that quality is moreimportant than
price to consumers.
Laroche Michel (2008) has investigated aboutconsumers‘ willingness to pay more for environmentally friendly
products. Awell-structured questionnaire was used where in total 500 respondents were sampled. Concerns related
to the environment are evident in the increasingly ecologically conscious marketplace. Using various statistical
analyses, investigated the demographic, psychological and behavioral profiles of consumers who are willing to pay
more for environmentally friendly products. The findings of the research were that this segment of consumers were
more likely to be females, married and with at least one child living at home. They reported that today‘s ecological
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problems are severe, that corporations do not act responsibly toward the environment and that behaving in an
ecologically favorable fashion is important and not inconvenient. The researcher concluded They place a high
importance on security and warm relationships with others, and they often consider ecological issues when making a
purchase.
Chatterjee (2009) examined consumer reaction to green category (or line) extensions of well-known brands. Their
primary findings relevant to the current project are that consumers have significantly positive reactions to green
extensions if the category has high environmental impact (e.g. paper towels, detergents), and that for existing
customers, line extensions are preferred over category extensions.
Essoussi and Linton (2010) investigated consumers‘ willingness to pay for recycled products. They found that
though consumers were willing to pay a price premium, this premium narrowed as the functional risk of the product
category rose. The price premium represented the additional value consumers place on recycled versus non-recycled
products. Extending this line of thought presents the possibility that, for certain product categories, recycled
products may be perceived less positively than new green products.
Flannery Tim (2010) has investigated the gap between the consumer attitude and purchase behavior of green
products.He surveyeda total of 2000 Australian consumers completed an online survey using structured
questionnaire for one of four product categories, namely: televisions, digital cameras, air conditioners and washing
machines. The findings were Respondents who cared about the environment tended to be guided by selftranscendence values of equality, helpfulness, forgiveness and loving. Unexpectedly, even those respondents who
were more concerned about how their purchases affected their own individual situation still had positive attitudes
towards purchasing green products.
Gan Christopher (2010) has investigated Consumers‘ purchasing behavior towards green products in New Zealand.
A survey of total 500 respondents were done using structured questionnaire. He found thatpeople engage in
environmental behavior as a result of their desire to solve environmental problem, to become role models and a
belief that they can help to preserve the environment. However, consumers‘ indications of positive attitude towards
environmental issues do not necessarily lead to actual environmentally friendly purchasing behavior. Majority of
consumers do not purchase products based on the environmental concern alone and there will not trade-off other
product attributes for a better environment.
Bjork Peter (2013) has investigated the value of green labels- consumers perceptive.A survey of 200 respondents
was done. The value-attitude-behavior model was tested in this study, and the effects of greenlabels on the consumer
decision making processes were assessed. The findings of the research were that Finnish consumers have a positive
attitude toward green labels and are willing to pay a higher price for productsmarked with a green label. Attitudes
have a direct effect on consumer behavior, but values correlate only with the variable willingness- to-pay.
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Past research has found that a company and its products areconsidered as non-separate entities (Brown and Dacin,
1997),and therefore the image of a company‘s practices can have asignificant impact on consumers. Research also
shows that 79percent of US consumers feel that a company‘s environmentalpractices influence decisions about
which products andservices they recommend to others (Gfk Custom ResearchNorth America, 2009). Of the
consumers, 53 percent preferto purchase products and services from a company with astrong environmental
reputation. D‘Souza et al. (2006) statethat ―consumer‘s perception of the firm‘s corporate strategiestoward
environmental issues is expected to contribute to theformation of the overall perception about green
products.‖Brown and Dacin (1997) reported that a company‘s corporatesocial responsibility (CSR) activities have a
positive impact onproduct preference, though the impact is not direct. PositiveCSR activities have a positive impact
on the evaluation of thecompany, which, in turn, has a positive impact on theproduct.
An attempt has been made to examine the different elements of buying behavior of females towardsgreen product in
Delhi and NCR and are they willing to pay more for an green product.
To examine the different elements of environmental concern, we utilize different dimensions identified by Zimmer,
Stafford, and Stafford (1994). This allowed us to determine whether the level of importance of certain types of
environmental concern is significantly related to the willingness to spend more on an green product.
Thus we test the following hypothesis:
H1: There is a significance difference between the attitudes of respondent of different house hold income towards
different environmental friendly practices.

III RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The present study conducted is exploratory in nature and survey method has been used for data collection. The data
is collected from 300 females from across Delhi and NCR from November 2014 to December 2014. The sampling
of population is done on the basis of females pursuing their graduation and post-graduation, working women,
professionals, entrepreneur & housewives and Convenience samplinghas been used for the study.The data collected
has been tabulated and analyzed systematically with the help of Descriptive Statistics.Cron batch Alpha has been
applied to test the reliability of the questionnaire.
The questionnaire has 10 questions with multiple choice options and 5 point likert scale. The result of Cron batch
Alpha is .80 (Table 1) which is greater than 0.7, therefore the data is considered to be reliable.
The demographic profile of 300 females who has completed the survey is 63% of females are single; 43% of
females are graduate, 39% are postgraduate and 12 % are Doctorate; 28% of females are organizational employees,
14% are students, 11% are housewives and 8% are entrepreneur and 3% are retired females.The age group of
females in survey is 57% of females are of age group 20 to less than 30, 30% of females are of the age group30 to
less than 40, 7% of the age group of 40 to less than 50, 5% of the age group more than 50.
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The females of different income group is 27% females have total household income of 5 to less than 10 lakhs, 17%
are of 15 to less than 20 lakhs and 24% are of 10 to less than 15 and 24% are of the income group of 20 lakhs and
above.
In our survey we have also tried to identify the area of origin of our respondents as Delhi being a cosmopolitan city.
41% of our respondents have originated from North India, 18% are from South India, 17% are from East India, 11%
from Central India.

IV DATA ANALYSIS
In our survey of green products 63% of the females are single, 43% are post graduate, 28% are organizational
employees. From the survey we can conclude that 90% of the respondents in our survey are energy efficient
including the respondents who sometimes act energy efficient. And also around 50% of the respondents consider
them environmental friendly including the respondents who sometimes act environmental friendly. Also from the
survey it is clear that only 45% female consider buying products which are labeled as green. Also the survey showed
that 40% out of the sample population is affected by friends/relatives/colleagues opinion while making decision
when they are shopping for green products, 29% is affected by T.V, newspaper and magazine ads and 19% are
affected by point of purchase.
The data of females from Delhi & NCRshows that 45% of total females consider themselves energy efficient (chart
1), 50% considers themselves as environmental friendly (Chart 2), 45% buy the product which are labeledas
environmentally safe (Chart 3). 42% of the respondent‘s mentions relative or friends‘ influence the decision to buy
green product (Chart 4).
Chart 5 shows that about 60% of the women respondents have heard about organic products and 30% of them have
actually used it. This shows that there is enough awareness about ecofriendly products among females as their
responses have been collected from different demographics. Chat 6 no shows that 29% of the female respondents
have heard about recycled product and 19% have actually used it.
Char 7 highlights the reasons of less usage of organic products. Our respondent‘s awareness of organic products is
quite high. It is about 60% and usability rate among respondents is 30%. They highlighted various factors for less
usage of these products. Survey shows that 35% of respondents feel that organic products are not used as it does not
fulfill the respondents‘ expected performance level and 17% considers that the appearance of the organic product
unattractive and 12% find organic products expensive.Chart 8 shows 23% of Respondents with medium awareness
level of recyclable products feels that reason for less usage of recyclable products is product appearance not
appealing and 15% feels that product is too expensive to buy.
Chat 9 shows that 70% of respondents says that it is very important for a product to be energy efficient. Whereas
47% of the respondents say it is important to be environmental friendly. While almost the same majority also
consider products possessing the trait of being environment friendly is not that important.Chart 10 shows 60% of
Respondents said that they consider Ozone depletion and greenhouse effect of the product on environment very
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important while buying the product. Internet based advertisement and out-door ads has very less impact.In case of
organic products out of the total sample 60% of the respondents have heard about the product and 32% have actually
used the product. The major reason for not using the organic product is reduced performance possibility according to
the survey. While In case of recyclable products out of the total sample 10% of the respondents have heard about the
product and 19% have actually used the product. In case of energy efficient products out of the total sample only 1%
of the respondents have heard about the product and 16% have actually used the product. On the other hand in case
of wastage reduction products out of the total sample only 5% of the respondents have heard about the product and
10% have actually used the product. In case of solar power products out of the total sample only 3% of the
respondents have heard about the product and 6% have actually used the product. In case of green construction
material out of the total sample only 1% of the respondents have heard about the product and 4% have actually used
the product. The major reason for not using the wastage reduction product, solar power product and green
construction material is that it too expensive and the reason for not using the recyclable product and energy efficient
products is that the product appearance is not appealing according to the survey.The level of the importance the
respondents attach with the energy efficient product is very high than the other aspects in the survey and on the other
hand wastage reduction product are not considered important related to environment protection.According to the
survey generally 40% of the people think that green products are of same quality versus similar products but not
green and 39% of the respondents think that green products are of higher quality versus similar products but not
green and 10% consider the quality as inferior. If a product is available for Rs.100 then the maximum amount the
respondent is ready to pay is Rs.131 for another product which is almost similar except that it is also green. This
shows the willingness of people who are ready to pay more for green products.Also there is no significance
difference between the attitudes of respondent of different house hold income towards different environmental
friendly practices. In this case we can say that female respondents with different house hold income have similar
attitude and buying behavior towards different green products and they try to convince friends, relatives and
colleagues not to buy products which are harmful to the environment .

V CONCLUSION & SUGGESTIONS
Our findings do offer insight into perceptions of environmental concern and willingness to pay forgreen product.
These findings suggest that educational messages should be targeted toward people to encourage purchase of such
products. The findings also suggest that respondents who are particularly concerned with waste may be more likely
to spend more money on an environmentally friendly product. Therefore, a reduced usage of energy via simpler
packaging and recycling innovations may be supported by a group of consumers. Educating consumers on why
green products cost more as well as the benefits of using green products, particularly where health benefits are
concerned (i.e., reduced factory emissions, pesticide-free agriculture, reduce ozone depletion), may be helpful in
closing the gap between consumers merely possessing a pro-environmental attitude and extending that attitude to
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intentions to adopt pro-environmental behaviors—in the case here, spending more money on an environmentally
friendly product. However, because our research only examined willingness to pay forgreen product and not
behavior, this speculation needs to be examined in future research.Although a movement toward reducing the costs
of these environmentally friendly products might be helpful, it may not be realistic. Another alternative is increased
government subsidies for companies developing green products so that the cost to the consumer can be reduced. If
the ultimate universal goal is a sustainable environment with long-term health benefits for all consumers, then
collective effort among consumers and businesses is critical.In short, the research begins to understand who is
willing to pay more for an environmentally friendly product and it showed that one should allow for the
development of effective communications to different groups of consumers to educate them on the benefits of
purchasing these products. Addressing salient needs is critical in moving from environmental concern to action, and
consumers need to play an active role in maintaining their environment to protect their own community and personal
health.

VI LIMITATIONS


Sample size of the study was 300, we can increase the sample size and replicate the research for more
accurate results.



Environment concern is huge issue nowadays so many more sections and issues can be targeted and the
report can be replicated to get the result.



Time was one of the limitations.



The questionnaire can be replicated by involving many other factors of buying behavior and attitude.



The study is focused only on female consumer; male consumer can be also targeted to get more effective
result.
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Alpha

Based

on

Cronbach's Alpha

Standardized Items N of Items

.704

.800

10

Chart 1

Do you consider youself Energy
Efficient
50
40

30
Do you consider youself
Energy Efficient

20
10
0
Always

Sometimes

Never

Chart 2

Do you consider yourself
Environmental friendly
60
50
40

30

Do you consider yourself
Environmental friendly

20
10

0
Always

Sometimes

Never

Chart 3
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Do you buy products that are
labelled as environmentally safe
50
40

30
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ABSTRACT
Through this paper we are trying to convey that there is a need of unified body language framework so that we can
infer and reveal the underlying emotions. We can apply a verity of psychology inspired body language features to
describe bodily emotion through posture. With the advancement in Affective Computing there is progress in the field
of facial, vocal and physiological emotion detection. Humans communicate primarily through bodily movements.
But the detection of emotion through the body is limited and the development in this field is comparatively down
because of the absence of the proper equipments and coding scheme’s, dedicatedly designed and prepared for
bodily movement expression. A lot of researchers criticize to work on body expressions. However, work-done by the
psychologist’s provide knowledge and shows the bright side by presenting that the emotions shown by the body are
as accurate as we get them from face. Recent researches in automatic bodily emotion detection have also shown
promising results. The primary purpose of this review is to provide positive view and prepare a platform for emotion
detection using bodily emotions. We will look at Laban Movement Analysis as a prominent and a promising method
for movement representation in this field.

Keywords: Affective Computing Unified Body Language Framework, Gesture Recognition, Facial
Action Coding System, Gestures.
I INTRODUCTION
Communication is an important aspect of daily life; it helps us to connect with others as individuals or as groups.
Without communication life would be non-existent, we communicate to others verbally and non-verbally. It helps us
in the development of relationships, education and work. But when we communicate, our communication is less
than 20% verbally; percentage is ranging from 55% to 80% when we communicate through non-verbal behavior.
First ever research done on human emotion, was done by W. James [1] in the year 1884. From that time and till now
a lot work has been done by the psychologist and provided us with the knowledge about the origin[2,3] and
categorization[4,5,6,3] of emotion. The study of emotion has moved from psychology to computing, remarked by
the book of Picard[7], which created a new field called Affective Computing. This book provides us with standards
and ideology to create smart and intelligent emotion detecting system. The influence of emotion detection covered a
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wide range including medicine[8], education[9], health[8] and at a grater extent in Human Computer
Interaction[10,11]. Usually emotion detection system takes input either in the form of audio, image or visual and
then provides appropriate results produced according to the input given. Visual emotion detection was established
by the classical study of Darwin[12]. Using the visual detection, Darwin gave us an idea of how emotions can be
recognized from face and body; it created two broad fields for detecting emotions: facial and bodily emotions.
Scientists and researchers have shown a keen interest to work on facial expression[13]. Detection using facial
expression has a successful history due to the work done by Ekman and Friesen who introduced us to Facial Action
Coding System (FACS)[14]. This system has provided us with the standard and outlines for facial emotion
detection[15], and using this system a lot of face recognition and facial emotion detection system have been evolved.
As compared to the facial expressions bodily expression were not addressed by the researchers. Ekman stated that
bodily emotions could not indicate the emotions of a person whereas facial expressions can be read and understand
by most of the people, most of the scientists agreed with him[16,17]. Most researchers have a notion that emotion is
only the secondary signatures. Most of the work done in emotion detection, facial expression covers the major
proportion while the bodily expression has only a minute proportion. Most of the researchers don’t even consider
bodily expression.
Whereas psychology support the bodily expressions by providing evidences [18] and nonverbal communication
gestures[19]. Bodily expressions are important as inferred from the evidences [20,13] and they are as important as
facial expressions. The evidences provided but the psychology made scientist and researchers to ponder over it again
and work in this area of emotion detection. This survey will cover two primary purposes. Firstly, we will re-view
evidences that support the importance of human body, in opposing with face for emotion recognition. Secondly to
study the existing emotion detection system that works on bodily emotions. Finally, the paper will give some
discussions and suggestions about how to effectively use bodily expression as a signal for building emotion
recognition systems.

II AFFECTING BODY EXPRESSION
The human body plays a significant and an important role in expressing the emotions felt by the person, which can
be used for emotion detection. There has been a lot of study and work-done on non-verbal communication and
human behavior. The detection of emotions felt by a person can be studied in two ways either by the facial
expression (a lot of work-done) or by the bodily movements and gestures. According to Darwin[12], his studies
inferred that along with the facial expression, human body movements and the gestures made also represent the state
of mind and the emotions of a person. Both facial and bodily gestures can be taken into account for affect detection.
Body gestures include hand movements, shoulder position, torso alignment, head position and leg movements.
Working alone on the body posture (hiding hand and face) we can predict the emotions of a person accurately, the
results found are accurate as we get it form the analysis of facial expression as stated by Walter and Walk[18].
Meeren et al.[21] stated that the facial expression and the body movements are related and their affect on each other.
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Similarly, if we work on each body part individually we will get to know about the emotions felt by the person not
exact but almost correct and each body part is somehow connected to some or the other emotion[13,22]. According
to the fact that the body parts have a posture that’s static or our body has a static configuration. Posture is usually
defined by the position and orientation of specific body parts. Orientation can be relative. Mehrabian [20] et al. he
used a few global descriptors such as relative orientation of a partner during a conversation, closeness or openness
and symmetry of body limb. Harrigan et al. reported that human body posture can be decoded using the following
common descriptors: trunk lean (upright, forward or backward), trunk orientation (facing, turned), arms and leg
positions and configurations.

Processing
Input

Human Body
Posture

Output

Representing
Body Posture

Emotion
Classification

Result

Fig. 1 Phases of bodily emotion detection system
As compared to the static gesture detection as lot of work and research has been done in the field of dynamic
configuration. According to the primitive research done we have found that every motion and position of human
body can express the emotions felt by the person for example: interested/bored, agreed/disagreed, defensive etc
Bull[24]. Lagerlof worked on recognizing the emotions felt by kids and he did experiments on 4-year-old children,
and he found that children too show emotions according to their likes and dislikes and revealed that, children can
distinguish four emotions: anger, fear, joy and sadness[25].

III GESTURE REPRESENTATION AND DETECTION

Fig.2 (a) Defensive standing position; (b) Closed body and closed attitude; (c) Open
body and open attitude
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Every movement is not a gesture but every gesture is a movement. While communicating or interacting with a
person either a face to face or telephony a person shows gestures and movements which represents his/her mind
state and emotional level. Gestures can be intentional or fake. A lot of research suggests that in a verbal
communication a person uses hand and arm to express his thoughts. These gestures can be can be categorized as the
following: emblems, illustrators and adaptors[26,27].
Emblems are gestures that help the speaker used to express their meaning to the listener. They are conventional
symbols that convey the meaning i.e. folding hands – defensive, showing palm – stop etc[28].
Illustrators are the gestures that a person uses or they are just accompanied in the verbal communication. It includes
simple and repetitive movements; these movements might be related to the communication. It can be further divided
into: deictic, iconic and metaphoric gestures. Deictic includes pointing towards an object and expressing themselves
to the listener. Iconic and metaphoric are gestures that represent inherited qualities of an object or action such as
representing the object and mimicking etc[29].

Fig. 3 (a) Raised steeple; (b) Lowered steeple.
According to the recent work done by Dael [30], a new system has been proposed that would provide the coding of
body and body-parts positions, movement and communicative intent of gestures. The Body Action and Posture
Coding System (BAP), it includes wide range of coding approaches to study emotions by using a multilevel coding.
The anatomical level is used to specify which body parts are concerned by a movement. Available articulators are
the neck, the trunk (including spine and chest), the upper and lower-arms (including shoulders, elbow, wrist and
fingers) and the legs. The form level describes the form of the movement of a set of articulators.
Scientifically gestures can be divided into two broad fields static and dynamic gestures. Gesture recognition and
detection is a process of recognizing and interpretation of the input (static and dynamic gestures) provided which is
evaluated over the time.

IV BODY POSTURE EMOTION DETECTION
Due to insufficient knowledge of body posture very little work is done in the field of postural emotion detection.
Schindler et al.[9], stated that according to his study he found that emotions shown by the body posture can be
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understood using the low-level visual data, without using the posture representation method. They took images of
body posture, and then turned the problem into object recognition. This approach of considering the body posture as
an object and then decoding the emotions is reliable. Using this method which included low level processing alone
the system still had a recognition rate of 81.6%. They stated that there model can be extended further by using
motion analysis which can be taken from the model of action perception [31]. To the best of my knowledge, to
present, this is the only work that detects emotion directly from postural images.
In contrast, Kleinsmith et al. [32,33] suggested an approach that detects postural emotion by building a complicated
representation of human body parts. This approach captures exact position of different body parts and therefore, can
produces richer feature set. 24 features were generated directly from distances and angles between body parts (e.g.
head, shoulder, and elbow). The results were accurate, 70% of affective postures were correctly classified.
Unfortunately, this work did not include an automatic process for generate these features. This study is more
valuable than the work of Schindler et al. [9].

TABLE 1
Expressive elements of posture.
Emotion
Anger
Joy
Sadness
Surprise
Pride
Fear
Disgust
Boredom

Body Posture
Head backward, no chest backward, no abdominal twist, arms raised forwards and
upwards, shoulders lifted.
Head backward, no chest forward, arms raised above shoulder and straight at the
elbow, shoulders lifted.
Head forward, chest forward, no abdominal twist, arms at the side of the trunk,
collapsed posture.
Head backward, chest backward, abdominal twist, arms raised with straight forearms.
Head backward or lightly tilt, expanded posture, hands on the hips or raised above the
head.
Head backward, no abdominal twist, arms are raised forwards, shoulders forwards.
Shoulders forwards, head downwards.
Collapsed posture, head backwards not facing the interlocutor.

4.1 Method for Detecting Body Expressions
Emotion detection looks familiar to the gesture recognition if we are not using the motion representation methods
and this approach is similar to the approach of Schindler [9]. A lot of work and research has been done on gesture
recognition but we haven’t used automatic gesture recognition techniques. Researchers have directly process each
segment of bodily motions alone instead of mapping emotions with the gestures. By using the motion capture
equipment’s the study on bodily movements has reached to new platform which provide better, reliable and efficient
results [34]. The most widely used equipment is the VICON system, it uses magnetic markers on the joints and on
the body to get and create a 3d image of the body. Using this device, Bernhardt and Robinson [35] developed a
model for emotion detection from day today life. Complex motions were classified primitively into motion
primitives. Feature representations were done with the help of the motion primitives and then this output serves as
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the input for SVM-based classiﬁer. The system gave classiﬁcation result at 81% .Using the artificial neural network
in this classification will provide classification results above 90%. Kapur and Virji-Babul [36] used the VICON
system with only 14 markers in place of standard number of markers (the standard system regularly has more than
30 markers) that made the problem more sophisticated and hard. This experiment was done on 40 acted videos that
constitute the recognition of emotion: joy, anger, sad and fear. Even though they have used only 14 markers but the
results were promising and provided results with 93%.
Motion emotion representation is an issue which was raised a long time back i.e. even before when the computers
came into existence. Methodology used for coding on movement are: the Bernese system [37,38], Laban Movement
Analysis (LMA) and Labanotation [39,40]. LMA is the best methodology used for bodily emotion detection.

4.2 Expressing Emotions through Movement and its Analysis
The study of nonverbal movements is called as Kinesics. It argues that the body movement is enough to reveal the
underlying emotional state. Both objective (using motion-capture data) and subjective studies showed that velocity,
acceleration and jerk are movement variable that are particularly affected by an emotional state. Kinesics has a-lot of
focus on the orientation and movement of the whole body. Angry movements tend to be large, fast and relatively
jerky, while fearful and sad movements are less energetic, smaller and slower, so it’s easy to understand the
underlying emotional state of a person. Kipp and Martin (2009) [41] et al. stated that there is a correlation between
the handedness and emotion: for two hand-righted actors, the right hand was more used when experiencing anger
and the left hand when experiencing relaxed and positive feelings.
LMA is used by most of the scientists to work on the unified representation method to analyze bodily movements.
LMA is a method used to observe, describe and notating the human movement. LMA consists of four components:
Body, Effort, Shape and Space. Body: it focuses on the structural states of human body, movement of body parts.
Space: it focuses on the movement the pathway used by the person. Effort: it focuses on the dynamic attribute of the
body and attitude of movement i.e. swift, fast, jerky or slow. Shape: describes the changing forms that body. A
significant characteristic of LMA is that it captures emotional state of a human according to his/her movements.
Camurri [42,43] and the Info Mus Lab et al. worked on the emotion detection from dance and music performers,
using a regular 2-D camera [22,10,12]. They used a four-level framework to work on and focused on Effort
component. Experimental results revealed that the framework provided the same results as they got from the
spectators [44]. In contrast, to the best of my knowledge, there has not been any work dealing with Body
component. LMA still shows it’s great possibly to be extended to use in emotion detection.

V CONCLUSION
In this paper, through evidences from psychology, we got an idea that tells us that there is a significant role of
human body expression in emotion detection. We have discussed about the existing approaches that are used for
automatic emotion detection which provided us with a new notion that we should have a unified framework for
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motion representation so that we can infer and reveal the underlying emotions. There is a need to work a-lot in the
field of bodily emotion as we are lacking if compared to facial emotion detection. In fact, according to a general
overview we have not worked on the human body in emotion detection, regardless evidences from psychology. As
we have a framework for facial emotion detection FACS[14], we need to have a similar framework that provide us
with all necessary tools so that we can get a unified bodily movement representation framework. However, recent
approaches in applying Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) for emotion detection are promising, although only a part
of LMA is implemented.
According to our survey we have found that, the emotion detection was done in two ways: Firstly, we used image to
detect emotions, using the low-level visual data [9] and by building a complicated representation of human body
parts [32,33] the results were satisfactory 81.6% and 70% respectively. The results found by Kleinsmith [32,33]
were more important as the affective postures were correctly classified. Secondly, we used the motion capture
equipment to create a new platform to get reliable and accurate results. We used classifiers [34] and artificial neural
networks [35] to get more efficient results, 81% and 90%
Using the psychological studies and the research done till now, we will be working on multimodal interaction so that
we can infer the emotion of the people while they interact or work. The work will be based on bodily movements
excluding the facial expression, as we have inferred from the above discussion that the body movements also reveal
the underlying emotions.
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STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC TURBULENCE DESCRIBED BY
SPACE-TIME FUNCTIONAL FORMALISM- II
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Department of Mathematics, St. Vincent Pallotti College of Engineering and
Technology, Nagpur-441108(India)

ABSTRACT
Joshi N. E. and Meshram M. C. derived the equations describing the dynamics of the kinetic energy spectrum
density function and the magnetic energy spectrum density function on using the Lewis–Kraichnan space–time
version of the Hopf functional formalism and the multiple-scale-cumulant expansion method for their
investigation of Magnetohydrodynamic turbulence . Meshram M.C. and Sahu K. have written these equations in
dimensionless form with respect to a representative wavenumber k0 and a representative value of the energy
spectrum E0 and then integrated these equations numerically. The statistical quantities which were not included
there (namely skewness, enstropy and Taylor’s micro-scale of both the velocity field and the magnetic field for
the representative value of Reynolds number R=20 and R=1600) are evaluated in the present work. We also
discover the laws governing these statistical quantities. Further, we discuss the merits and scope of the present
closure scheme for studying similar types of turbulent flows.

Keywords : Closure Method , Energy Specturm Function, MHD Turbulence, Statistical Quantities

I INTRODUCTION
Turbulence is a ubiquitous phenomenon. Turbulent fluid flows are experienced in daily life. When the fluid is
electrically conducting, the turbulent motions are accompanied by magnetic field fluctuations and give rise to
magnetohydrodynamic turbulence. G.K. Batchelor[1] and S. Chandrasekhar[2,3,4] have shown that the
phenomenological theory of turbulence in magnetohydrodynamics can be developed to same extent as the
corresponding theories in ordinary hydrodynamic turbulence developed by Taylor[5], Von Karman and
Howarth[6], Robertson[7], Kolmogoroff[8], Batchelor[1] and Heisenberg[9]. Hence, concepts and techniques
that have evolved in fully developed hydrodynamical turbulence can be extended to other strongly non-linear
problems. Functional calculus for the theory of hydrodynamic turbulence was first introduced by E Hopf[10].
K. Goto[11] extended this theory to the magnetohydrodynamic turbulence. R.M. Lewis and R.H. Kraichnan[12]
gave the space-time functional formalism of Hopf equation. N.E.Joshi and S.V. Krishna[13] translated this
functional formalism for magnetohydrodynamic turbulence and obtained two equations for characteristic
functional of the joint probability distribution of the velocity and magnetic fields. G.Ahmadi[14] offered
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approximate methods for Burger’s model of hydrodynamic turbulence based on series expansion of the natural
logarithm of characteristic functional. N.E. Joshi and M.C. Meshram[15]

extended Ahmadi’s version to

magnetohydrodynamic turbulence and obtained a closed set of cumulant equations in real space using zerofourth-order-cumulant approximation. N.N. Bogoliubov[16] originated a method of multiple time scale
expansion. W.M.P Malfliet[17] was first to apply this method of multiple time scales to Burgers hydrodynamic
turbulence. T. Tatsumi, S. Kida and J. Mizushima[18] applied multiple-scale-cumulant-expansion method to an
incompressible isotropic turbulence and obtained positive definite energy spectrum at all Reynolds numbers.
N.E. Joshi and M.C. Meshram[15] have raised the domain to space-time functional which indeed is essential in
order to extend this concept to hydromagnetic turbulence.
In section 2 a close set of equations for the energy spectrum functions for MHD turbulence in dimensionless
form are considered from M.C.Meshram and K.Sahu[19]. The equations for energy spectrum functions are
integrated numerically and the statistical quantities describing the MHD turbulence such as the energy transfer
function, energy dissipation function, enstrophy , Taylor's micro-scale and the skewness are evaluated from the
numerical values of energy spectrum function of velocity field and magnetic field and a detail analysis of these
quantities is presented in section 3. In section 4 we write the summary and discuss the merit of results obtained
which is followed by the scope of the method for conducting further research.

II EQUATIONS FOR THE ENERGY SPECTRUM FUNCTIONS IN DIMENSIONLESS
FORM
M.C. Meshram and K.Sahu[19] obtained the following equations describing the dynamics of the kinetic
energy spectrum density function and the magnetic energy spectrum density function in dimensionless form
with respect to a representative wavenumber k0 and a representative value of the energy spectrum E0 :
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Where

 ' '2   2   '2 2 '

They solved these equations numerically by using the following initial conditions for energy density functions
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1
1
exp(  2 ) and  M ( ,0) 
exp(  2 )
4 * pi
400 * pi

Also, they selected the following initial conditions for energy spectrum functions E
2
2


E V (k ,0)  E0V  k  exp   k  
k0 
 k0 
 


V

(2.2)

(k , t ) and E M (k , t ) :

2
2


and E M (k ,0)  E0M  k  exp   k  
k0 
 k0 
 


(2.3)
The integrals on the right –hand side of (2.1a) and (2.1b) are calculated numerically by using appropriate sum

'

rules at discrete values of

and

 and terminating the infinite

integrals with respect to  ' at a sufficiently

 ' . At very large Reynolds number the integrand changes rapidly at small  ' and does not
vanish even at large  ' . In order to evaluate such an integral accurately and efficiently we employ a non–
uniform mesh for  ' whose size is an increasing function of  ' .
large value of

The following variables are introduced for this purpose:
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III EVALUATION OF STATISTICAL QUANTITIES AND GOVERNING LAWS
The infinite integral with respect to

 ' is terminated at  '    log 2

( '  0.2) and calculated by

Simpsons rule in the region    '   with a mesh size  '  0.01 . The following values have been
chosen for  :

R  5,10,20,100
30

  40 for R  200,400
45
R  800,1600

These values of  have been confirmed to be sufficiently large by numerical results .The integration with
respect to



is carried out by Simpson rule with a mesh size

  0.1 .The derivative


is replaced by


the forward–difference quotient with mesh size Δη  0.0002R .Thus, the equations (2.5a) and (2.5b) are
solved numerically for the initial conditions(2.2) ; the Reynolds number R=20 and R=1600; and the energy
spectrum functions

E V (k , t ) and E M (k , t ) are obtained as functions of the wavenumber k and time t.

Important statistical quantities characterizing magneto-hydrodynamic turbulence are derived from numerical
results for energy spectrum functions for velocity field and magnetic field are as defined below:
Energy spectrum function:

E V (k , t )  4 k 2 V (k , t ) and E M (k , t )  4 k 2 M (k , t )

M
Ratio of magnetic to kinetic energy spectrum function:  (k , t )  E (k , t )
V

E (k , t )

Energy

transfer

functions:
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0

0
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Energy dissipation function:
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0
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The numerical integration of (2.5a)–(2.5b) uncovers following laws for the magnetohydrodynamic turbulence.
In the lowest subrange of the universal wavenumber range, the kinetic energy spectrum function and magnetic
energy spectrum function both are proportional to -5/3 power of the wave number in the inertial range.
These laws are symbolically written as follows:

E (k , t )  k
V



5
3

; E (k , t )  k
M



5
3

(3.1)

These energy spectrum function has exactly the same power as Kolomogorov’s inertial- subrange spectrum.
Next to previous subrange, there exists a subrange in which the energy spectrum functions of both the velocity
field and magnetic field are inversely proportional to a wavenumber. These laws are symbolically written as
follows:

E V (k , t )  k 1 ; E M (k , t )  k 1

(3.2)

At still higher wave number, both the spectrum functions take the exponential form. Thus, the results obtained
by the application of multiple–scale–cumulant–expansion method support the asymptotic decay of the spectrum
functions for very high wavenumber irrespective of Reynolds numbers considered. The function  (k , t ) which
is the ratio of magnetic energy to kinetic energy is shown in fig 3. From figure 3 it is clear that

 (k , t )

grows

monotonically to a value of 4 by t=1.2.The variation of

 (k , t ) with time is linked to the magnetic Reynolds

number of the flow. The enstropy of velocity field , 

(t ) and magnetic field ,  M (t ) are plotted in figure 4

V

and figure 5 respectively. We infer from these graphs of enstropy that they are analogous to each other. The
shape of each of these graphs can be divided into three parts depending upon their behaviour with respect to
time. For R=20, the first part being from t = 0 to t =7, the second part from t =7 to t=15 and third part t=15
onwards. The enstropy for both the fields,

 V (t )

and

 M (t )

increase monotonically with respect to time in

the initial period.
Thereafter, in the second period the curves attain the Gaussian shape. In the final period corresponding to t >15
the enstropy of both the velocity and magnetic field increases monotonically. We also observe from these figures
that as the Reynolds number increases there is decrease in the time taken to attain the maximum enstropy in case
of both the fields.
In the initial period before attaining the maximum value the enstropy of the velocity field is proportional to 2.2
power of time and analogues to this enstropy of the magnetic field are proportional to 2.27 power of time.
These laws symbolically are written as follows:

 V (t )  t 2.2 ;  M (t )  t 2.27

(3.3)

Next to previous period just after attaining the maximum value for R=20 and R=1600 the value of enstropy of
both the fields decreases and this decrease is governed by the following laws:
The enstropy of the velocity field is proportional to the negative 2.2 power of time and the enstropy of the
magnetic field is proportional to the negative 2.25 power of time. These laws symbolically are written as follows
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 V (t )  t 2.2 ;  M (t )  t 2.25

(3.4)

These laws agree quite well with the experimental results. In the last period enstropy of the velocity field and
magnetic field varies with respect to time as per the following laws:
The enstropy of the velocity field is proportional to the 1.03 power of time whereas the enstropy of the magnetic
field is proportional to the 1.13 power of time. These laws symbolically are written as follows:

 V (t )  t 1.03 ;  M (t )  t 1.13
The

enstropy

of

magnetic

field

clearly

grows

more

than

(3.5)
enstropy

of

velocity

field.

From figure 6 and figure 7 showing the skewness of velocity field and magnetic field we infer that they are
analogous to each other. The shape of each of these graphs can be divided into three parts depending upon their
behaviour with respect to time. For R=20, the first part being from t = 0 to t =7, the second part from t =7 to
t=15 and third part t=15 onwards. The skewness for both the fields, S

V

(t ) and S M (t ) increases

monotonically with respect to time in the initial period .Thereafter in the second period the curves attain the
Gaussian shape. In the final period corresponding to t >15 the skewness of both the velocity and magnetic field
increases monotonically. We also observe from these figures that as the Reynolds number increases there is
decrease in the time taken to attain the maximum skewness in case of both the fields.
For both the velocity and magnetic field their skewness grows very rapidly in the initial period and attains a
quite large maximum value 0.37 for R=20 and 2.8 corresponding to R=1600 by velocity field. Similarly the
corresponding maximum values for the magnetic field are 0.21 and 2.4 respectively. This reveals that there is a
increase in the maximum value of skewness with rise in the Reynolds number.
In the initial period before attaining the maximum value the skewness of the velocity field is proportional to 2.2
power of time and an analogue to this skewness of the magnetic field is proportional to 2.27 power of time.
These laws symbolically are written as follows:

S V (t )  t 2.2 ; S V (t )  t 2.27

(3.6)

Next to previous period just after attaining the maximum value for R=20 and R=1600 the value of skewness of
both the field decreases and this decrease is governed by the following laws:
The skewness of the velocity field is proportional to the negative 2.2 power of time and the skewness of the
magnetic field is proportional to the negative 2.25 power of time. These laws are symbolically written as
follows:

S V (t )  t 2.2 ; S V (t )  t 2.25

(3.7)

These laws agree quite well with the experimental results. In the last period skewness of the velocity field and
magnetic field varies with respect to time as per the following laws:
The skewness of the velocity field is proportional to the 1.03 power of time whereas the skewness of the
magnetic field is proportional to the 1.13 power of time. These laws are symbolically written as follows:
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S V (t )  t 1.03 ; S V (t )  t 1.13

(3.8)

From figure 6 and 7 we also notice that these skewness are a measure of the departure from Gaussianity , and
indicate how transfer functions vary with the time at high wavenumber. They decrease substantially after having
reached their sharp maximum and before stabilizing.
The energy dissipation function for kinetic energy and magnetic energy clearly exhibit the characteristic of
energy spectra as shown in figure 8 and figure 9.
The transfer spectra of magnetic energy and kinetic energy depict in figure 10 and figure 11 behave differently.
Both transfer spectra are positive in the first shell, indicating that an inverse transfer of magnetic energy is
occurring at low wavenumber.
It is observed that for large Reynolds number, the energy containing range and the inertial subrange the energy
dissipation is much smaller in magnitude than the energy transfer. For a given Reynolds number, in the
neighbourhood of the wavenumber both the energy transfer functions change their sign satisfying the condition:


T


V

(k , t )dk  0

;

0

T

M

(k , t )dk  0

(3.9)

0

as per the present closure scheme employed. Finally it is observed that the exponential spectrum occurs in the
wavenumber range in which energy transfer is nearly balanced by the energy dissipation. A.Pouquet and
G.S.Patterson[20] have investigated MHD turbulence numerically by restricting to magnetic Prandtl number of
one and obtained results for Reynolds number 40 based on Taylor micro scale. The predictions of present
closure scheme for magnetic Prandtl number one and Reynolds number as large as 1600 are in good agreement
with those of the former.
The Taylor's microscale of the velocity field,

V (t )

and for the magnetic field, 

M

(t ) are plotted in

figure 12 and figure 13. At large Reynolds numbers the micro-scale for the velocity field and that of the
magnetic field decreases rapidly from its initial value to a minimum and then increases almost proportionally
with time. The minimum value of the Taylor’s micro-scale of the velocity field and that of the magnetic field is
t=0.5 and t=0.6 for R=20 respectively and these values for R=1600 respectively are t=0.55 and t=0.65.
The decrease of the Taylor’s micro-scale of the velocity field and that of the magnetic field with time is
governed by the laws that the microscale of both the velocity field and magnetic field vary proportional to
negative 0.5 power of the time. Symbolically these laws are

V (t )  t  0.5 ;  M (t )  t  0.5

(3.10)

The variation of the Taylor’s micro-scale of the velocity field and that of the magnetic field with time confirms
the asymptotic decrease of Taylor’s micro-scale with time. Similarly the increase of the Taylor’s micro-scale of
the velocity field and that of the magnetic field with time is governed by the laws that the microscale of both the
velocity field and magnetic field vary proportional to 0.5 power of the time. Symbolically these laws are
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 V (t )  t 0.5 ;  M (t )  t 0.5

(3.11)
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Figure 2. Kinetic (solid lines) and Magnetic (Dashed lines)
Figure 1. Kinetic (solid lines) and Magnetic (Dashed lines) energyenergy spectrum function for R=1600 at (a) t =0 and (b) t =3
spectrum function for R=20 at (a) t =0 and (b) t =3

E(k, t)

Figure 3.  (t ) verses time

Figure 4. Enstropy for Velocity field (solid lines)
and Magnetic field (Dashed lines) at R=20

Figure 5. Enstropy for Velocity field (solid lines)
and Magnetic field (Dashed lines)at R=1600
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Figure 9. Energy dissipation function for
R=1600 at (a) t=0 and (b) t=3
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IV RESULTS
1. Both the kinetic energy spectrum function and the magnetic energy spectrum function are found to be positive
definite for all values of Reynolds numbers R=20 and R=1600.
2. At large Reynolds numbers both the kinetic energy spectrum function and magnetic energy spectrum function
take the form of Kolmogorov’s

-5/3

power spectrum in the inertial subrange , whose extent increases

indefinitely with Reynolds number .In the higher wavenumber region beyond the inertial subrange the spectrum
takes a universal form which is independent of its structure at lower wavenumbers.
3. The universal spectrums are composed of three different subspectra, which are in order of increasing
wavenumber, the k-5/3 spectrum, the k-1 spectrum and the exponential spectrum.
4. The ratio of magnetic energy to kinetic energy  (t ) which initially was 10-2, is found as a monotonically
growing function with respect to time. The variation of  (t ) with time is related to Reynolds number.
5. As Reynolds number increases the time required to attain the maximum value of enstropy also increases. For
both the velocity and magnetic field their enstrophy grows very rapidly in the initial period and the velocity field
attains a quite large maximum value. This reveals that there is an increase in the maximum value of enstropy
with rise in the Reynolds number. In the initial period the enstropy of the velocity field is proportional to 2.2
power of time and analogues to this enstropy of the magnetic field is proportional to 2.27 power of time.In the
intermediate period the enstropy of both the velocity and magnetic fields assumes the Gaussian shape and the
enstropy of the velocity field is proportional to the negative 2.2 power of time and the enstropy of the magnetic
field is proportional to the negative 2.25 power of time whereas in the third period the enstropy increases with
time and enstropy of the velocity field is proportional to the 1.03 power of time and the enstropy of the
magnetic field is proportional to the 1.13 power of time. The enstropy of magnetic field grows more than the
enstropy of velocity field.
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6. The initial value of skeness is identically zero for both the reactants. In the initial period the the skewness of
the velocity field is proportional to 2.2 power of time and analogues to this skewness of the magnetic field is
proportional to 2.27 power of time. In the intermediate period the skewness of both the velocity and magnetic
fields assumes the Gaussian shape and the skewness of the velocity field is proportional to the negative 2.2
power of time and the skewness of the magnetic field is proportional to the negative 2.25 power of time
whereas in the third period the skewness increases with time .The skewness of the velocity field is proportional
to the 1.03 power of time and the skewness of the magnetic field is proportional to the 1.13 power of time.
7. As Reynolds number increases the energy dissipation decreases in magnitude than the energy transfer. The
transfer spectra of magnetic energy and kinetic energy behave differently. As the Reynolds number takes the
larger value the wavenumber at which energy transfer function of both the field vanish is shifted to the lower
wavenumber.
8. The Taylor’s microscale of both the velocity field and magnetic field varies proportionally to 0.5 power of the
time.
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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is gaining remarkable popularity in the recent year. During the past few years cloud
computing is fastest growing parts of the IT industry. Cloud computing can offer a verity of services including
hosted service over internet. We can use third party facilities and resources as a service to perform out
computing needs. The risks of compromised security and privacy may be lower overall. One of the must be very
careful to understand the security risk and challenges posed in utilizing these technologies. In this paper we
summarize Cloud computing SaaS Interface layer vulnerabilities. We have suggested feasible and available
solutions for the same.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Interface, Middleware, Security, Virtualization.
I INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is seen as a trend in the present day scenario with almost all the organizations trying to make
on entry into it. The main advantages of cloud computing are cost saving, high availability and easy scalability
[1]. One must be very careful to understand the security risks and challenges posed in utilizing these
technologies. Network security technology needed in service of Cloud computing. The Cloud computing model
[2][3] is enabled by the ongoing standardization of underlying technologies like virtualization, service oriented
Architecture (SOA) and Web 2.0 In this paper we discuss in detail cloud computing its types and cloud
computing security issues.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 described Cloud service models. Section 3
described Cloud developments modal Section 4 discusses characteristics of Cloud. Section 5 discusses SaaS
Interface layer middleware's. Section 6 discusses middleware services. Section 7 analyses SaaS Interface layer
security threats. Section 8 we given suggested feasible and available solution. Section 9 will conclude the paper.

II CLOUD SERVICE MODELS
In this section we describe cloud service model
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Fig 1:National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cloud Computing Model [4]

2.1 Software as a Service (SaaS)
It employs the provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from
various client devices through either a thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web based email), or a
program interface. Example SalesForce CRM is an example of the SaaS provider, Google apps and Zoho.

2.2 Platform as a Service (PaaS)
It is Consumer created or acquired applications supported by the provider are deployed onto the cloud
infrastructure. It is managed or controlled by the providers.
Example: Force.Com, Microsoft Azure and Google App Engine.

2.3 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
It is consumer provisions processing it include storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources.
In this the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and
applications.
Example: Amazon EC2 and S3, Rackspace, AT&T and Verizon.

III CLOUD DEPLOYMENT MODELS
3.1 Community Cloud
It shares infrastructure between several organizations from a specific community with common concerns (e.g.,
security, compliance, jurisdiction), deployment models. It can also be defined as multiple cloud systems that are
connected in a way that allows programs and data to be moved easily from one deployment system to another. It
is either managed internally or by a third party and can be hosted internally or externally.

3.2 Public Cloud
This cloud infrastructure is provisioned by the cloud provider for open use by the general public. It may be
owned, managed, and operated by a business, academic, or government organization, or some combination of
them.
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3.3 Private Cloud
Infrastructure provisioned solely for a single organization. It is either managed internally or by a third party and
can be hosted internally or externally.

3.4 Hybrid Cloud
A composition of two or more clouds (private, community, or public) those remain unique entities but are bound
together, offering the benefits of multiple deployment models. It can also be defined as multiple cloud systems
that are connected in a way that allows programs and data to be moved easily from one deployment system to
another.

IV CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOUD
The National Institute of Standards and Technology and also the Information Technology Laboratory (NIST)
given five essential characteristics of Cloud [5].

4.1 On demand self service
Resources should be always available when you need them, and you have control over turning them on or off to
ensure there’s no lack of resource or wastage happen.

4.2 Broad network access
Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard mechanisms that promote use by
heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g. mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations).

4.3 Resource pooling
The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi tenant model, with
different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand.

4.4 Rapid elasticity
Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward
and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often
appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.

4.5 Measured service
Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capability at some
level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service .e.g. storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user
accounts.

V SaaS INTERFACE LAYER AND MIDDLEWARE
The SaaS interface Layer is the most important and Utilized Layer of cloud computing. This layer includes
software applications targeted at end users or programs application functionality via the internet. This is
responsible for the layer management of the software and databases including installation, updating and removal
etc. This layer support Java Script, XML and Perl languages as well as back end infrastructure applications like
Apache, Tomcat and SQL.
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Cloud SaaS interface middleware service provides business independent. Cloud provides basic function for
hosting cloud application [6].The middleware is the natural place to monitor and secure communication between
various system components. The middleware is as follows

5.1 Virtual Layer Middleware
This middleware communicate between physical layer and SaaS interface layer. This middleware provide
transparent infrastructure management service.

5.2 SaaS Interface Layer Middleware
This layer provides a transport management service to server applications. This middleware have two parts a)
Server Middle tier Middleware b) server Backend Middleware.

a) Server Middle tier Middleware
This Middleware supports server middle tier applications like Apache, Tomcat, Web logic, Oracle Application
Server and etc.

b) Server Backend Middleware
This middleware coordinate server middle tier application and server Backend application. This includes the
server backend middleware application like Oracle, DBMS, Microsoft SQL Server, Debby and etc.

5. 3 Client Fonted Middleware
This middleware coordinate server middle tier middleware and client middle tier middleware.

VI MIDDLEWARE SERVICES
This services support application availability, reliability, scalability, resilience and adoptability (fig 2) that
consider user requirement of security and privacy by design.

Fig 2 : SaaS Interface Layrer Middleware Service
6.1 Adaptability
The adaptability is managing and coordinating services in the same layer or other layer. The adaptability service
in turn performs Action based on the Event and changes.
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6.2 Resilience
The resilience service communicates with other devices to collaborate for providing end-to-end resilient cloud.

6.3 Scalability
Scalability is providing quick and efficient adapts to the addition and removal of the virtual resources.

6.4 Availability
If a resource is down or if it is relatively overloaded the availability of the service should be stopped diverting
traffic immediately to that resource, and redirects traffic to other active resources until the adaptability service
fixed the problem or until the overloaded resource returns to normal processing capacity .

6.5 Reliability
Reliability is of higher priority than the availability of the service. It is very important; it ensures that the end to
end service integrity is maintained.

VII SaaS INTERFACE LAYER SECURITY THREATS
SaaS Interface layer security threats are described as bellow.

7.1 Interfaces and APIs
Cloud computing provides number of interfaces and APIs to interact with the services provided to the user
organizations and third parties. It is often build upon these interfaces to offer value added services to their
customers. This introduces the complexity of the new layered API, it also increase risk, as the organizations may
be required to relinquish their credentials to third parties in order to enable their agency [7].

7.2 Cross Site Scripting
It is a type of attack in which user enters right URL of a website and hacker on the other site redirect the user to
its own website and hack its credentials. [8]

7.3 Denial of service attacks
The biggest security threat to the Cloud is SasS Interface layer distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks.
Hackers have found and are actively exploiting weaknesses in Cloud defenses, utilizing cheap, easily accessible
tools to launch SaaS interface layer attacks. A major reason they have been successful is that enterprise data
centers and Cloud operators are not well prepared to defend against them. The DDoS attack is an attempt to
make the service unable to use which is assigned to the authorized users. [9]

7.4 Data Loss
Cloud computing service providers handling high volumes of data, it's almost inevitable that some data loss will
occur. This could be especially damaging if the client is relaying sensitive (not easy to recover) information over
your cloud computing services network. In the summer of 2012, attacker broke into Mat's Apple, Gmail and
Twitter accounts [10]. Through that access they erased personal data of the clients of those providers. The cloud
lost data due to that reasons other than malicious attackers.
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7.5 Account or Service Hijacking
Cloud solutions add a new threat to the landscape. If an attacker gains access to your credentials, they can
eavesdrop on your activities and transactions, manipulate data, return falsified information, and redirect your
clients to illegitimate sites.

VIII SOLUTIONS FOR THE SECURITY PROBLEMS IN THE CLOUD SaaS INTERFACE
LAYER
Developers should develop the application using encrypted data which is provided by the providers for the
security purpose. Developers should analyze the data for protection both at the time of design and run.
Developers should take care of the following:


Strong key generation, storage and management and destruction practices should be implemented.



Provider backup and retention strategies should be specified contractually



Cloud provider security policies and SLAs should be understood clearly



Data backup should be carried out in regular intervals



Install trusted Antivirus and spyware Antivirus and Updates must be done without fail



Never download on unknown antispyware program never be downloaded



Freeware downloads must be avoided [11]



Buy and use intrusion detection system [12]



Regulate device description downloads based on Router Hops. [13]

IX CONCLUSION
The past few years cloud computing become very popular in the promising and competitive business world. It is
one of the fastest growing fields in the IT industry. There are various issues that need to be dealt with respect to
security and privacy in a cloud computing environment. Cloud service providers must ensure that all the SLA is
meeting the human errors. In this paper we discussed various security risks at SaaS Interface layer and also
suggested solution for the same.
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ABSTRACT
There are many modulation techniques which are used for optical wireless communication. For getting high
average-power-efficiency, OOK and PPM are implemented extensively in optical wireless communication. In
optical wireless communication, DPPM, DPIM and DH-PIM are three new modulation techniques which may
become the replacement of PPM because of their better results in bandwidth efficiency and power efficiency. In this
paper, the bandwidth efficiency, transmission capacity, power efficiency and slot error rate of the typical
modulation techniques such as OOK, PPM, DPPM, DPIM and DH-PIM are analyzed in combination of the features
of the atmospheric optical wireless channel. Theoretical analysis and simulation results by matlab shows that
DPPM, DPIM and DH-PIM are more applicable for the future optical wireless communication. When bit
resolutions increases in OOK, PPM, DPPM, DPIM and DH-PIM modulation techniques, corresponding symbol
length also increases. Hence the average optical power requirement decreases but the bandwidth requirement
increases.

Keywords: DH-PIM, DPIM, OOK , Optical Wireless Communication, PPM, Slot Error Rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extension of network bandwidth resources and improvement of communication streams are the two important issues
with the ever-increase of information communication. Currently, microwave and fiber are the main means of
transmission of communication. In comparison with wire communication, microwave communication saves a lot of
non-ferrous metals and complex topography can be crossed by using microwave. As a new communication
technology, optical wireless communications have the advantages of optical fiber communication and mobile
communications, with wide bandwidth and without the need for application of frequency. Therefore, in recent years,
the research on wireless optical communication is getting more noticed. But the wireless optical communication
leads to signal attenuation as it is influenced by atmospheric absorption, scattering and turbulence in the atmosphere.
The average transmission power is limited owing to the requirements for safety of human eye [1],[2].Thus higher
necessity of modulation is proposed.
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II. CLASSIFICATION OF WIRELESS OPTICAL MODULATION
2.1 On-Off Keying Modulation
The On-Off Keying Modulation is based on intensity modulation with direct detection [3]. When sending
information “1”, the light pulses are sent; when sending information “0”, the laser is shut down completely. In this
way the optical pulses are generated by opening and breaking of lasers [4].

2.2 Single-Pulse Position Modulation (L-PPM)
Single-pulse position modulation at a particular time slot in time segment converts a binary M-bit data group to a
single pulse signal. Time segments are composed by L=2 M time slots and each time slot is called chip. Where L
symbol length and M represent the bit resolution.

2.3 Differential Pulse Position Modulation (DPPM)
Differential Pulse Position Modulation improves the power and bandwidth efficiency as well as throughput also. In
DPPM, modulation techniques removing all empty slots and follow a pulse in a PPM symbol [5,6]. Average number

 L 1
 is approximately half of the PPM, which improves the bandwidth
 2 

of slots per symbol in DPPM LDPPM  

efficiency and possibility of the data throughput [5].Where L symbol length and

L average number of slots per

symbol. For the given channel and for any symbol length L, DPPM slightly requires higher power but a much lower
bandwidth requirement as compare to PPM. Performance of DPPM, using a combination of Marker and Solomon
coding, is used to correct insertion and deletion errors as shown in [7].

2.4 Digital Pulse Interval Modulation (DPIM)
The symbol length of DPIM can be divided into unprotected slots and protected slots as in DPPM. The symbol
length is not fixed. For decreasing the impact of Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) effectively, one protected slot is
mostly adopted by protected DPIM modulation. The modulation symbols

S k (k is the decimal number expressed by

the symbol) contain k+2 time slots; After each starting time slot L, the pulse adds a protected empty slot and k
empty slots for expressing information. When demodulation in the receiver, after determining the pulse time slot, is
received, it only needs to count the empty time slot and subtract one of them. Implementation of the system is
efficiently simplified since DPIM only needs clock synchronization without symbol synchronization.

2.5 Double Header-Pulse Interval Modulation (DH-PIM)
DH-PIM is more complex as the symbol adopts two kinds of starting pulse. The time slot included by each symbol
is also mutative. The symbol S k is formed by a head slot and m empty time slots followed .The head time slot is
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included by α+1 time slots (α is integer). Considering two forms of head
α/2 time slot, followed by (α /2) +1 protected time slots;
When k<2M-1, the head time slot of symbol

ICSTM-2015

H 1 and H 2 , the H1 initial pulse width is

H 2 pulse width is a time slots, followed by one time slot.

S k is, otherwise it is H 2 .Where M I is the bit resolution.

III. COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT MODULATION SCHEMES
Different modulation schemes are differentiated, with respect to power efficiency and bandwidth requirements.
(Power requirement is defined as the average optical power required by an ideal system in the presence of AWGN
channel to achieve error probability and a certain bit rate.)
3.1 Requirements of optical power and efficiency of different modulation schemes:
3.1.1Average power required for OOK system
The average power required for OOK system is

Pavg _ OOK 

N 0 Rb 1
Q Pe _ bit _ OOK ............1
2R 2

where

N 0  Noise Spectral density

R b  Bit Rate
R  Responsivity of the Photodetector

Pe  Probabilit y of Error
3.1.2Average power required for PPM system
Average power required for PPM system is

Pavg _ PPM 

2 N 0 Rb
Q 1 Psle _ PPM _ H ........(2)
R L log 2 L
2

Psle _PPM_H  Probabilit y of slot error for the hard decoding for PPM
where

L  Symbol Length
Hence the power efficiency of PPM is
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4
.......................3
L log 2 L

 P  PPM 

3.1.3Average power required for soft decision decoding PPM system:
Average power required for soft decision decoding PPM system is

2
........................(4)
L log 2 L

 P  PPM 

3.1.4Average optical power and power efficiency requirements for DPIM system:
Average optical power and power efficiency requirements for DPIM system is

Pavg _ DPIM 

2 N 0 Rb
Q 1 Pse _ DPIM .....(5)
R LDPIM log2 L
2

where

L  Average Symbol Length

Pse  Probabilit y of slot error

 P  DPIM 

8
.................(6)
L  1log 2 L

3.1.5 Average optical power and power efficiency requirements for DH-PIM system:
Average optical power and power efficiency requirements for DPIM system is

PavgDH PIM 

9 2 2 N 0 Rb
Q 1 PseDH  PIM ..........(7)
2
16 R MLDH  PIM

where

M  Bit resolution

  Integer
 p  DPIM 

9 2
....................(8)
2M 2 M 1  2  1
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3.1.6 Requirements of bandwidth for different modulation schemes:
Bandwidth requirement of the baseband modulation schemes is defined by the minimum slot duration  min given by
the following relation.

Breq 

1

 min

The bandwidth requirements for OOK, PPM, DPIM and DH-PIM are given as:

Breq_OOK  R b
Breq _ PPM 

Breq _ DPIM 

Breq _ Dh _ PIM 

L
Rb
M

L 1
Rb
2M

2

M 1



 2  1 Rb
Rb
M

IV-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulated results clearly shows that when bit resolution increases, so corresponding symbol length also increases
and the average optical power requirement decreases but the bandwidth requirements increases.

Performance of optical power and bandwidth requirements at bit resolution M=1:3
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Performance of optical power and bandwidth requirements at bit resolution M=1:4

Performance of optical power and bandwidth requirements at bit resolution M=1:5
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V CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have compared the bandwidth requirement and the power requirement of different popular
modulation techniques in optical wireless communication systems; OOK ,PPM, DPIM and DH-PIM in order to give
a wide view about the modulation techniques that are suitable for optical wireless communication systems.
PPM is the most efficient technique in terms of power performance. But as both slot and symbol synchronizations
are required at the receiver in PPM so it has a poor clock recovery and resynchronization characteristics. However,
this would increase the power requirement by a factor of two. In DPIM,

receiver structure is much simplified

because each symbol is initiated with a pulse. Therefore, DPIM does not require symbol synchronization.
Furthermore, DPIM removes all the unused time slots from within each symbol, thus giving a higher transmission
capacity. It is concluded that the main advantages of DPIM, DH-PIM modulation techniques is the symbol
synchronization ability and these are the most efficient techniques in terms of optical power and band width
requirements. For OOK-RZ the power requirements decreases with duty cycle but the bandwidth increases
accordingly. For PPM,DPIM and DH-PIM average optical power requirement decreases when the value of bit
resolution M is increases because corresponding value of L increases; however the bandwidth requirements
increases with M or the value of L increases.
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ABSTRACT
The family of anthracenediones, has been extensively used for treatment of advanced breast and prostate
cancer, lymphoma, acute leukemia and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. The anthracycline class of antibiotics used
in various cancer hospitals

are- daunomycin, adriamycin, epiadriamycin and mitoxantrone. One of the

important antibiotic, Mitoxantrone, an anticancer drug, used in chemotherapy has been the subject of intense
chemical research. This has prompted us to synthesize series of anthraquinone based compounds in our
laboratory. The structure of one of the analog of synthesized series, 1-[1-oxo-3-phenyl-(-2-benzosulfonamide)-propyl amido] – anthracene-9,10-dione has been confirmed by FT-IR, 1H-NMR, mass spectrometry tools. The
unit cell parameters of the compound were calculated

using the powder XRD tool which confirms the

monoclinic unit system and P lattice type of the compound. Further the structural and electronic parameters of
the compound 1-[1-oxo-3-phenyl-(-2-benzosulfonamide-)-propyl amido] – anthracene-9,10-dione have been
studied extensively using Gaussian 98. Cytotoxic studies of the compound is carried out on Hep2C cancer cell
lines in comparison to mitoxantrone.

Keywords: Anticancer, Anthraquinone, Gaussian, Mitoxantrone.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mitoxantrone (MTX)-1, 4-dihydroxy-5, 8-bis [[2-[2-hydroxyethyl) amino] amino]-9, 10-anthracenedione, is
marketed under the name Novantrone. The compound derived from anthracycline class of antibiotic group [1,2].
It is cytotoxic and has major clinical value in treatment of leukemias as well as solid tumors such as advanced
breast cancer and non-Hodgkin lymphoma etc. [3]. The biochemical evidences suggest that it inhibit
DNA and RNA synthesis by intercalating between base pairs of the DNA and RNA strand, thus preventing the
replication of rapidly growing cancer cells [4-7]. Major drawback associated with the drug is non-specific
inaction. In order to better understand the cytotoxicity of anthraquinone based compounds, we have to design
an analog by varying the functional group and its position on anthraquinone ring. Structure of the compound
was confirmed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy,

1

H-NMR,13C NMR and mass spectroscopic tools.

Electronic properties of the molecule has been studied in comparison to mitoxantrone using computational study
on Gaussian software tool. Further cytotoxic studies confirm the anticancer action of the analog.
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II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
IR spectra in cm-1 was recorded on PERKIN ELMER spectrum version. 1HNMR, spectra were recorded in
DMSO on a BRUKER AVANCEII 400. XRD analysis was performed on Philips PAN alytical X’Pert PRO
1710 X-ray diffractometer with standard input parameter. Melting point in0 C were measured in open capillary
tubes on Digital Melting/Boiling apparatus. The geometries of the 1-[1-oxo-3-phenyl-(-2-benzosulfonamide-)propyl amido] – anthracene-9,10-dione and mitoxantrone were fully optimized using Hartree Fock Method on
Gaussiansoftware98Wversion. Cytotoxic studies of the compounds were carried out on P155 Hep2C cell lines in
comparison to mitoxantrone. The cell lines were grown in culture Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
supplemented with 10% fetel calf serum, penicillin and streptomycin at 37 0C under a CO2 –humidified
atmosphere.

Cell lines in coster wells were incubated with various amounts of the test compound and

mitoxantrone for 72h growth period with Trypan blue staining.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 FTIR- Spectrum
The FTIR spectrum was recorded in the frequency region 500- 4000cm-1 to identify the functional groups
present in the compound using KBr pellet in comparison to starting compound i.e, 2-benzosulfonamide-3phenyl propanoic acid. IR (υcm-1): υN-H 3341.66, υc=o1734.52, υ o=s=o 1375.62,1170.48

υC-N (aliphatic)1093

-1

cm . 1-[1-oxo-3-phenyl-(-2-benzosulfonamide-)-propyl amido] – anthracene-9,10-dione IR(υcm-1): υN-H
3261.87, υc=o1702.57cm,υ o=s=o 1335.45,1163.42cm

υC-N (aromatic)1269,1288, υC-N (aliphatic)1074,1091

table I. The formation of peaks at 1269 and 1288 cm-1 and shifting of υc=o peak from 1734.52 to 1702 cm-1
confirms the formation of final compound( Fig 1).

3.2 X-Ray Data Collection and Structure Determination
The powder X-ray diffraction study was performed to understand lattice structure of

the compound

C29H22N2O5S. The diffractometer is equipped with a copper rotating anode. Diffracted beam monochromator
tuned to 1.542-A0 Cu X-ray tube providing a Kα1 and scintillation detector. Data were collected over a range of
10-50 degrees 2θ as a continuous scan of 2 degrees2θ min-1. The crystal size determined by measuring the line
width at half maximum (B) and employing the same value of B in Debye- Scherrer’s equation i.e. D=( X 0.94)
/  cos θ. In equation, D as a crystallite size of (h, k, l) planes and  as wavelength of incident radiation while 
act as full width half maxima (FWHM). θ is incident angle for X-rays. The crystallite size for compound came
out to be 3.04nm. The unit cell parameters of the compound have been calculated using powderX software [8]
and result are summarized as in tableII. Further with decrease in crystallite size, peaks becomes more broader
(Fig 2).

3.3 Cytotoxicity Assay
Cytotoxic studies of the compound were carried out on P155 Hep 2C cell lines. IC50 values of mitoxantrone and
test compound came out to be 2.5μg/ml and 9μg/ml respectively table III. Inhibitory concentration of test
compound is higher than the currently in use drug mitoxantrone.
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3.4 Computational Details
In order to correlate the electronic properties of mitoxantrone and synthesized analogs which can have
relevance towards the biological properties of synthesized analog, we have carried out extensive computational
studies using Hartree Fock employing 6-311+G(2d, p) ab initio calculations [9] . The optimized strucuture given
in Fig 3 for analog and mitoxantrone is entirely different. Although, the conformation of aromatic NH is same in
both the cases but difference in structure of functional groups on side chain makes the difference. Mitoxantrone
came out to be symmetrical while analog is not, due to presence of heavy phenyl group at the centre and O2SNH2- group with phenyl group stabilize the conformation of side chain and affect the effective intercalation of
anthraquinone chromophore. Since it is only 1 substituted and can further make a difference. The side arm of
analog is not coplanar with the chromophore like that of mitoxantrone. Total energy, degree of freedom and
electric dipole moment calculated for mitoxantrone and analog is tabulated in table IV. Interestingly the
calculated dipole moment of the analog and mitoxantrone might explain the difference in biological action. First
of all difference in dipole moment and secondly in direction ( x, y, z) of dipole moment. Due to difference in
functional groups on side chain direction of dipole is totally changed. This behavior might be important
parameter for molecular recognition of receptor by the molecule/drug (Fig 4). Hence we are observing
difference in IC50 value of analog with mitoxantrone.

IV. FIGURES AND TABLES
Table I. The assignment of IR spectrum of the title compound

Wavenumbers,cm-1

Cause

3261
1702

N-H stretching
C=O stretching

1335,1163

S=O stretching

1269,1288
1074,1091.

C-N (aromatic)
C-N (aliphatic)

70

60

50

%T

40
1091.87

30

750.59

1702.57

20

1582.71

3261.87

1163.62
1335.45
1269.57

10
3500

3000

2500

2000

1500

1000
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-1

wavenumber(cm )

Fig.1.IR Spectrum of the Titled Compound
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Table II. Crystallographic characteristics and the X-ray data collection and structure –refinement
parameter for -[1-oxo-3-phenyl-(-2-benzosulfonamide-)-propylamido-anthracene-9,10,dione
Empirical formula

C29H22 N2O5S

Formula weight

510

Crystal system

Monoclinic

Lattice type

P

0

8.84

0

6.21

a (A )
b (A )
0

31.18

c(A )
0 3

V, (A )

1711.66

Α

90



90



120

Radiation

Cu Kα
0

Wavelength, A

1.5

Crystallite size,nm

3.76nm

Diffractometer

X’PERT-PRO

Scan mode

2θ

2θ start

10

2θ end

50
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TableIII Cytotoxic studies on Hep2C cell lines using by MTT assay (15μg).

Compound

IC50 value

MTX

2.5 μg/ml

Analog

9 μg/ml

Fig.4. Ab initio HF Optimized structure of 1-[1-oxo-3-phenyl-(-2-benzosulfonamide-)-propylamido-anthracene9,10, dione(A) and (MTX)-1, 4-dihydroxy-5, 8-bis [[2-[2-hydroxyethyl) amino] amino]-9, 10-anthracenedione.

Table IV Total energies, degrees of freedom and electric dipole moments for MTX and its analog(see
figure 3)
Compound

HF/6-311+g(2d,p)

Degrees of freedom

Dipole moment(Debye)

MTX

-1516.49411887

174

1.4657(x= -0.9607, y=
-0.2368, z= -1.0814)

Analog

-1990.46064134

171

7.7670(x= -2.4509, y=
6.9667, z= -22.4049)

V. CONCLUSION
Synthesis, structural and computational study of 1-[1-oxo-3-phenyl-(-2-benzosulfonamide-)-propylamidoanthracene-9,10,dione has been carried out. Comparative biological and computational study predicts the
difference in behaviour due to position and type of functionalities on the molecule. By keeping the basic skelton
i.e, anthraquinone chromophore same does not gurantee the effective biological activity. Its the functional
groups act as a side arms further dictate the mechanism of action.
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ABSTRACT
For proper planning designing and maintaining of a water resource project previous hydrological and
meteorological data of the concerned area are required. Galwa dam is constructed across river Galwa, a
tributary of river Banas which is situated in Rajasthan in India. The total monthly and monsoon rainfall over
the catchment of the Galwa is taken as the rainfall measured at the Nainwa rain-gauge station which is
influencing maximum to the catchment. Runoff generated from the catchment is measured at the Galwa dam
site. Statistical analysis on the rainfall for different periods in the catchment & runoff data is carried out.
Rainfall Runoff relations between the total rainfall and corresponding runoff for different months i.e. July,
August & September and Monsoon period were developed. Three types of empirical relations i.e. linear,
polynomial & logarithmic were developed and the corresponding correlation factors were also calculated.
These relations can be used for the computation of inflow from catchment and further planning for new projects.

Index Terms: Rainfall, Runoff, Catchment, Total rainfall, Statistical Analysis, Coefficient of
variation, Skewness, Regression Analysis, Correlation Coefficient, Determination Coefficient.
I INTRODUCTION
The rainfall which is clearly a natural hydrological phenomenon depends on various parameters. The knowledge
of rainfall occurred and runoff generated from a specified area in a particular period is very important for
planning designing and optimum utilization of water resources project. Local physiographic, climatic and biotic
factors influence very much the rainfall and the corresponding surface runoff generated in a particular
catchment. Developmental activities required for human development is increasing and changing with time
which are ultimately changing the local physiographic biotic and abiotic factors. The local climate is changing
due to change in the local physiographic and biotic factors and vice versa due to which the behavior of rainfall
and corresponding runoff is also changing. There may be some empirical relations i.e. linear, polynomial,
logarithmic and exponential between the rainfall and corresponding runoff, which can be used for computing
water inflow generated from the catchment.
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II LITERATURE REVIEW
M. Afzal Ali Baig and P Mallikarjuna (1) developed empirical relations between rainfall and runoff for the
Bahuda river basin in Andra Pradesh by multiple correlation and regression analysis carried out for forecasting
empirical relationships between the rainfall and corresponding runoff generated in particular period.
Gunwant Sharma et.al (2) have developed rainfall-runoff relation for Meja Catchment and also studied the
trends in annual rainfall and runoff. It was found that the trend on occurrence of rainfall in the past thirty four
years i.e. from 1979 to 2012 is roughly equal while the observed runoff is reducing in the previous thirty four
years in the Meja Catchment.
John F. Joseph and Earnest Falcon (3) studied the hydrologic trends and correlations in South Texas River Basin
and found the majority of trends and correlations were found to be statistically significant at the level 0.05 and
all relationships were positive or increasing.
Hamed (4) reviewed trends in U.S. rivers and found three to have increasing trends, one to have a decreasing
trend, and the remaining to not have a trend statistically significant at the level of 0.05.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (5) indicates that extreme weather (including heavy rainfall
and prolonged dry periods) is likely becoming more common in some regions of the world due to global
warming.
Krishnegowda et al (6) have developed rainfall runoff relationship for Malathi river basin.
Mallikarjuna and Vishnu Vardhan (7) generated monthly rainfall sequences independently for the four
raingauge stations of Kalangi basin located in Andhra Pradesh and concluded that the Thomas-Fiering model for
the independent generation of synthetic sequences of rainfall may be used in the design of water resources
system of Kalangi Basin.
Sudhisri et al. (8) developed the rainfall-runoff models for annual, pre-monsoon, monsoon and post-monsoon
seasons and found to have high correlation coefficient.
Mallikarjuna and Prabhakara Rao (9) developed a relationship between rainfall and other meteorological
parameters such as relative humidity, wind velocity; temperature and sunshine hours for the Tirupati area of the
drought prone Rayalaseema region through multiple correlation and regression analysis.
Gorantiwar and Majumdar (10) analysed the streamflow sequences of some west Bengal streams and modeled
the streamflow using autoregressive model of first order.
Mirza et al (11) have reported the trends and persistence in precipitation in Ganga, Bramhaputra and Meghna
river basin.
Srinivasan and Thandaveshwara (12) fitted lower order periodic autoregressive/ autoregressive moving average
(PAR/PARMA) models to the monsoon-dependent river flows of Southern India measured at Chunchanakatte
(Cavery river), Akkihebbal (Hemavathy river) and Unduwadi (Lakshmanathirtha river) and showed that the
above models do not seem to perform satisfactorily in modeling highly variable monsoon dependent river flows.
Verma and Haque (13) developed a stochastic model for generation of daily rainfall sequences by analyzing
rainfall data at Mokhada rain guage station.
Reddy and Vedula (14) compared the applicability of different streamflow generating models using the same
historic data of monthly streamflows into upper Cauvery river basin and found that the Thomas- Fiering model
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was found best to preserve the mean, standard deviation and lag one correlation of historic streamflows.
Koteshwaram and Alva (15) and Bhargava and Bansal (16) studied the secular trends and periodicities in the
monsoon and annual rainfall of selected stations in India.

Figure-1 Flow Chart for generated runoff in a basin
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III. STUDY AREA
The Galwa catchment area is up to the Galwa Dam. The dam site is located 7 Km. from Uniara town in Tonk
district in Rajasthan in India at latitude 25°53‟ N and longitude 76°02‟ E. Galwa dam is constructed across river
Galwa, a tributary of river Banas for providing irrigation facilities in 43 villages in Uniara and Sawai Madhopur
tehsils. The total catchment area is 405.1 Square Km. The rain gauge station influencing the maximum is
Nainwa. This dam was constructed in 1960 as an earth cum masonry type with spillway of length 244m; gross
storage is 48.7 MCM, live storage 47.22 MCM.

Figure-2 Catchment area plan with the location of raingauge station and dam site for Galwa
Catchment
IV. DATA USED
Monthly rainfall data for the month July, August and September in the period 1996 to 2010 at Nainwa
raingauge station which is in the Galwa catchment and the water inflow in the dam measured in the months July,
August and September coming from the Galwa catchment observed by IMD and Water Resources Department
Rajasthan are used in the study. The analysis is done on monthly and monsoon period basis. Since only one
rain-gauge station is influencing the catchment, so the necessity of Thiessen polygon is not required. The inflow
coming in the Galwa dam in the different months or monsoon period is used as runoff is computed in the depth
form by dividing the total inflow in the particular period by the catchment area. The total weighted average
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monthly and monsoon rainfall and runoff depths in mm are shown in Table-1.

V METHODOLOGY
Location of raingauge stations are marked on the catchment area. Thiessen polygon is drawn and the influence
area with the influence factors of the various raingauge stations are determined by measuring the individual
effected area. Total weighted rainfall in mm occurring in the catchment is computed using the influence factors.
Here only one rain-gauge station at Nainwa is available so the Thiessen polygon is not required. The inflow
coming from the catchment up to the Galwa dam in the month is determined, than the runoff in mm in the depth
form is computed by dividing the volume of water inflow with the catchment area. Graphs between the rainfall
in mm taking on X axis and corresponding runoff in mm on Y axis are plotted. Regression equations /graphs in
various forms i.e. linear, polynomial, exponential and logarithmic assuming the rainfall as independent variable
and the runoff as dependent variable can be plotted. The reliability/ performance of the relation/ graph can be
checked by computing the various statistical parameters i.e. Correlation Coeff. (R), Determination Coeff. (R2).
Statistical parameter R represents about the strength of the relationship between observed rainfall and the runoff.
R value between 0.6 to 1.0 indicates that there is a good relation and parameter R2 provides information about
the percentage of variation of runoff on rainfall.

VI. STATISTICAL AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS
The computed monthly and monsoon rainfall in mm and the corresponding water inflow depth computed in mm
are statistically analyzed. Various statistical parameters are obtained which are shown in the Table-2. Parabolic,
Linear and Logarithmic relation with their correlation and determination coefficients between the rainfall in mm
and corresponding runoff in mm are obtained by the regression analysis.

Table 1:- Computed Total Rainfall and Corresponding Runoff Generated
Total Rainfall (in mm)
Corresponding Runoff Generated (in mm)
Year
July
Aug
Sept.
Monsoon
July
August
Sept.
Monsoon
1996 145.90 217.00 100.40
463.30
8.29
82.25
26.64
117.18
1997 238.80 151.60
65.00
455.40
28.68
19.65
1.83
50.16
1998 143.00
61.00
76.00
280.00
60.60
8.00
0.00
68.60
1999 278.80 152.20
59.20
490.20
87.16
48.95
0.00
136.11
2000 455.60 124.60
28.40
608.60
64.48
29.65
0.00
94.12
2001 321.10 141.10
0.00
462.20
59.39
8.74
0.00
68.13
2002 12.00
94.80
61.00
167.80
0.00
7.23
0.00
7.23
2003 97.20
141.40
80.00
318.60
28.68
10.17
13.70
52.55
2004 41.00
419.00
18.00
478.00
0.79
92.00
0.00
92.79
2005 239.00
18.00
153.00
410.00
28.17
0.00
0.00
28.17
2006 240.00 136.00
10.50
386.50
17.63
14.24
0.00
31.87
2007 99.00
176.00
91.00
366.00
17.18
0.00
0.99
18.17
2008 105.00
88.00
114.00
307.00
8.64
1.04
6.22
15.90
2009 73.00
102.00
19.00
194.00
7.36
1.38
0.00
8.74
2010 116.00 271.00
95.00
482.00
6.99
47.86
16.07
70.92
Table 2:- Statistical Parameters for Total Rainfall and Corresponding Runoff Generated
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Max
Min
Range
Average
Median
Variance
St. Dev.
Var. Coeff.
Skewness
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Total Rainfall (in mm)
Runoff Generated (in mm)
July
August September Monsoon July
August September Monsoon
455.6
419.0
153.0
608.6 87.2
92.0
26.6
136.1
12.0
18.0
0.0
167.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.2
443.6
401.0
153.0
440.8 87.2
92.0
26.6
128.9
173.7
152.9
64.7
391.3 28.3
24.7
4.4
57.4
143.0
141.1
65.0
410.0 17.6
10.2
0.0
52.6
14302.2 9113.0
1873.4
14409.7 732.8
892.8
65.2
1608.8
119.6
95.5
43.3
120.0 27.1
29.9
8.1
40.1
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.3
1.0
1.2
1.9
0.7
0.9
1.6
0.2
-0.4
1.0
1.4
2.0
0.5
Table 3:- Various Empirical Relations between Rainfall and Runoff

Sr.
No.
1

Month
July

Type of Relation
Parabolic
Linear
Logarithmic

2

August

3

September

4

Monsoon

Parabolic
Linear
Logarithmic
Parabolic
Linear
Parabolic
Linear
Logarithmic

Relationship
Y= -0.00016 (x2) + 0.23793 (x) - 6.105
Y= 0.1676 (x) - 0.8413
Y= 20.02 log (x) - 69.098
Y= 0.00007 (x2) + 0.2276 (x) 12.17696
Y= 0.2567 (x) - 14.507
Y= 28.07 log (x) - 111.01
Y= -0.00109 (x2) + 0.2258 (x) - 3.79
Y= 0.0755 (x) - 0.5231
Y= 0.00012 (x2) + 0.1551 (x) - 22.554
Y= 0.2411 (x) - 36.98
Y= 78.071 log (x) - 404.5

Exponential

Y= 3.644 e0.006 x

Figure-3 Rainfall Runoff Relation for July

Correlation
Coeff.
0.747
0.740
0.677

Determination
Coeff.
0.558
0.548
0.458

0.820
0.820
0.669
0.490
0.405
0.723
0.721
0.697

0.673
0.673
0.448
0.24
0.164
0.523
0.52
0.486

0.807

0.652

Figure-4 Rainfall Runoff Relation for August
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Figure-5 Rainfall Runoff Relation for September Figure-6 Rainfall Runoff Relation for Monsoon

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Rainfall Contribution in the Galwa Catchment is maximum from Nainwa rain-gauge station. Variation of the
total rainfall from the mean rainfall is minimum in September and maximum in July. The variation in total
runoff is minimum in September and maximum in August. Rainfall and corresponding Runoff generated from
the catchment are positively skewed in each month while the monsoon rainfall is skewed negatively. The
parabolic, linear and logarithmic correlations between the rainfall and corresponding runoff with their
correlation coefficients has been developed using regression analysis, results are shown in the Figure-3 to
Figure-6.
Parabolic rainfall-runoff empirical relation gives highest coefficient of correlation and determination in each
time period, secondly linear and then logarithmic as tabulated in Table-3.
Exponential rainfall-runoff empirical relation could not be achieved in the catchment except for monsoon
period.

VIII CONCLUSION
Only three types of regressions i.e. Parabolic, Linear or Logarithmic can be developed in Galwa Catchment.
Parabolic Rainfall-Runoff Regression Model is most suitable in the Galwa Catchment for different time periods,
which can be used for computing runoff generated from the catchment or its part in the rainy days.
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